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What is Scouting?

Scouting (or the Scout Movement) is a movement that
aims to support young people in their social, physical,
intellectual, character, emotional and spiritual
development, that they may play constructive roles in
society, with a strong focus on the outdoors and survival
skills.
The movement employs the Scout method, a programme
of informal education with an emphasis on practical
outdoor activities, including camping, woodcraft,
aquatics, hiking, backpacking, and sports.
Another widely recognized characteristic of the
movement is the Scout uniform, by intent hiding all
differences of social standing in a country and making
for equality, with neckerchief and campaign hat or
comparable headwear. Distinctive uniform insignia
include the fleur-de-lis, as well as badges and other
patches.
The movement was founded by Lord Baden-Powell
(B.P.)
The Singapore Scout Association is a
non-discriminatory youth movement
1

dedicated to the development and enablement of young
people in Singapore to become responsible and active
citizens through the Mission of Scouting
Mission of Scouting
The mission of Scouting is to contribute to the education
of young people, through a value system based on the
Scout Promise and Law, to help build a better world
where people are self-fulfilled as individuals and play a
constructive role in society. This is achieved by
•

involving them throughout their formative years
in a non-formal educational process

•

Using a specific method that makes each
individual the principal agent of his or her
development as a self-reliant, supportive,
responsible and committed person

•

Assisting them to establish a value system based
upon spiritual, social and personal principles as
expressed in the Promise and Law.

Vision
BETTER SCOUTING FOR MORE YOUNG PEOPLE
Motto
BE PREPARED
Slogan
A GOOD DEED A DAY
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Who is B.P.?

Lord Baden-Powell, Founder of Scouting Movement
1857 – 1941

Robert Stephenson Smyth Baden-Powell affectionately
and commonly referred to as B.P. is the founder of
Scouting.
He was born in London England, on February 22, 1857.
B.P. lived a glorious outdoor life with his four brothers,
they had no money to buy their pleasures. They learned
instead to be thrifty, making their own fun and enjoying
it because they could choose to do anything they wished
in the woodlands and by the rivers.
They built themselves a boat, grass huts and lookout
towers. They caught and ate fish, rabbits and birds,
taught themselves about nature and went hiking and
camping in many parts of England.
At 19, he joined the army and later was promoted to an
officer. In 1887, at age 30, we find B.P. in Africa, taking
part in the campaigns against the Zulus and later against
the tribes of the Ashanti and the Matabele warriors. The
tribesmen respected him so much that they gave him the
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name of ‘Impeesa’ – The wolf that never sleeps because
of his courage, cunning, scouting skills and amazing
tracking abilities. It was during this time that he learned
of the left hand-shake.
He later wrote a book for army men – Aids to Scouting
but it was also being used as a textbook in boys’ schools.
He realized here was an opportunity to help the boys in
his country to grow into strong manhood. Slowly and
carefully, B.P. developed the Scouting idea. He wanted
to be sure that it would work out.
In the summer of 1907, he took a group of 20 boys with
him to Brownsea Island in Poole harbour for the 1st Boy
Scout Camp the World had ever known.
In the early months of 1908 he brought out in 6
fortnightly parts, illustrated by him, his handbook
for training – Scouting for Boys. ‘Scouting for
Boys’ had hardly started to appear in book shops
before Scout Patrols and Troops began to spring
up – not just in England but in many other
countries as well.
The Movement grew and grew and had, in 1910, reached
such proportions that B.P. realized that Scouting was to
be his life job. Initially, B.P. had to make a difficult
decision – Army (he was a Lieutenant General at the
time) or Scouting. King Edward VII influenced him in
making his choice for the latter.
In spite of many criticisms, many realized the value of
his new discovery, Scouting, which stressed the
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importance of responsibility in spite of failures, gave a
positive standard of conduct, brought in the love of
romance and made use of the gang spirit.

On the last night of the 1st World Jamboree, 7th August
1920, B.P. was proclaimed ‘Chief Scout of the World’
by the cheering crowd of boys.
The day of the 21st birthday of the Movement and thus
becoming ‘of age’, it had mounted to more than 2
million members in practically all countries of the
World.
On that occasion B.P. was honoured by the King by
being made a Baron under the name of Lord BadenPowell of Gilwell. Yet, to every Scout he will always
remain ‘B.P., Chief Scout of the World’.
In 1910 Baden-Powell set up the Girl Guides as a
parallel female movement for girls, run by his sister
Agnes Baden-Powell. She had to overcome a lot of
prejudice against Guiding at that time.
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At the age of 80, he
returned to Africa with
his wife, Lady BadenPowell. They settled in
Nyeri, Kenya. B.P. died
on 8th January 1941, at
the age of 83, one month
before his 84th birthday.
He was buried in Mount
Kenya.
Although B.P. is dead
On the headstone of BP’s grave is
and his body now rests in the Scout trail sign for “Gone
the shadow of this Home.”
mighty mountain, his
spirit lives on in the heart
of youths.

History of Scouting
The seeds of Scouting began in Mafeking, South Africa,
where Baden Powell served as the commanding officer
during the Boer War of 1899 - 1902. Baden-Powell
defended the town against the Boers (Afrikaners), who
outnumbered his troops eight to one. He formed the
Mafeking Cadet Corps to help support the troops. The
Corps consisted entirely of boy volunteers.
Baden-Powell trained the boys and they acquitted
themselves well, helping in the successful defence of the
town (1899 – 1900). Each Cadet Corps member received
a badge, a combination of a compass point and a
spearhead. This emblem was also described by BP as a
6

lily flower which in French is called fleur-de-lys, which
Scouting adopted as its international emblem* and is
official known as the World Scout Emblem.
*B.P./Scouting did not create the fleur-de-lis, the emblem itself had
evolved from a toad used by Clovis, King of the Franks, into an
arrowhead, and eventually the fleur de lys, used by navigators,
centuries before Scouting was founded.

B.P. was encouraged to set down his views on how he
would apply Scouting to the training of boys. So he first
conducted an experimental camp in 1907 on Brownsea
Island off the Dorset coast of the UK. With some 20
boys from all walks of life and suitable adult leaders,
Baden–Powell taught the boys what he meant by
Scouting. They lived in tents, cooked their own food and
learnt many valuable skills through games.
It was suggested that boys form themselves into Patrols
within other organisations but boys didn't want to be
school-Scouts, cadet-Scouts or brigade-Scouts, they
simply wanted to be Scouts. Long before the last
instalment of B.P.’s books had hit the book stands, Scout
Patrols and Troops had magically appeared all over
Britain. Baden-Powell finally bowed to the inevitable
and accepted that Scouting would have to become a
Movement in its own right.
Scouting began to spread throughout Great Britain soon
after the publication of ‘Scouting For Boys’. The Boy
Scouts quickly became an organization in and of itself.
Scouting moved swiftly throughout the British Empire.
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The first recognized overseas unit was chartered in
Malta. Canada became the first overseas Dominion with
a sanctioned Boy Scout program, followed by Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa. Chile was the first
country outside of the British Dominions to have a
recognized scouting program.

The first Scout rally was held at the Crystal Palace,
London, in 1910. It attracted 10,000 boys, as well as a
number of girls, who turned out for this exhibition of
scouting.
By 1910, Singapore, Sweden, Denmark, France, Finland,
Norway, Mexico, Argentina, Greece and the United
States had Boy Scouts.
In 1937, 2,500,000 Scouts from nearly 50 countries were
affiliated with the International Bureau which was set up
to safeguard Scouting and to prevent control drifting into
the hands of the purely religious, political or military
bodies. Woodbadge Training of leaders commenced in
1919 at Gilwell Park, England and has over the years
8

become established as the method of leader training
throughout the Scouting world.
From its English origins Scouting struck an enthusiastic
chord among boys in so many countries that we now
have a World Scout Movement. The World Scout
Movement provides unity amongst the 161 National
Scout Associations with a World Bureau operating from
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Scouting turned 100 in 2007 and at that time there were
more than 28 million Scouts, young people and adults,
male and female, in 160 countries and territories. Some
300 million people have been Scouts, including
prominent people in every field.
This is impressive considering that Scouting began with
20 boys and an experimental camp in 1907. It was held
during the first nine days of August in 1907 at Brownsea
Island, near Poole in Dorset, England.
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History of Singapore Scouting

1st Sands Scout Troop
Founded by
Frank Cooper Sands with 30 Boys

Scouting has been in Singapore for over 100 years (2010
marked the 100 Years Anniversary of Singapore
Scouting), the movement first started in 1908 before
being officially recognized/registered in 1910.
Scouting was brought to Singapore by Mr. Frank Cooper
Sands (the namesake of the Frank Cooper Sands Award),
he was the Scoutmaster (equivalent to Group Scout
Leader/Troop Leader today) of the 1st Sands Troop.
Frank Cooper Sands assumed the post of Chief
Commissioner of the Scout Branch Association (1920)
which comprised of the British Crown Colony of the
Straits Settlements (Penang, Singapore, Malacca), and
the Federated Malay States (territories in the Malay
Peninsula under British Influence). In 1922, Singapore
schools recognized the extensive role scouting played in
young people's lives and adopted scouting as an extracurricular activity.
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The 1930s saw the introduction of Sea Scouting with the
formation of the 1st Trafalgar Sea Scout Troop (1938).
1934 was the most memorable year in this decade for
Singapore Scouting, that year our founder Lord Baden
Powell of Gilwell visited Singapore on his way to the
Frankston Jamboree in Australia. A mammoth rally was
held in his honour at the Jalan Besar Stadium.
The earlier 1940s were the start of dark times not only
for Scouting but the World, starting with the passing of
our founder, Lord Baden Powell. The effects of World
War II was being felt in Singapore and the scouts took
up positions of responsibilities by qualifying as Air
Raid Wardens, Fire Watchers, First Aid Men and Police
Officers and serving bravely in their respective units
until disbanded with the fall of Singapore to the
occupation forces of the Japanese Imperial Army under
the fear of Japanese Military action. With the end of the
war in 1945, Scouting begin thriving again. The
following year, The Straits Settlements was dissolved
and Singapore became a separate British Crown
Colony, arrangements were carried out for Singapore to
gain Branch Associate status with the UK Scout
Association.
The standard uniform of a khaki shirt and shorts/trousers
with the distinctive white and red scarf was established
in 1964, this remained in use till the current standard
uniforms were introduced in the early 90s.
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Two years later in 1966, Singapore was admitted as a
full member of the World Organization of the Scout
Movement (WOSM). The same year we became a full
member of WOSM, Sarimbun Scout Camp a 20 acre
campsite, situated at Jalan Bahtera, Lim Chu Kang was
leased by government on the basis of a temporary
occupation license.
The first President’s Scouts were invested in 1969,
having changed from the King/Queen’s Scout award to
reflect the country’s status as a Republic.
The current headquarters at Bishan was officially opened
on 22 February 1998 by His Excellency, Mr. Ong Teng
Cheong, President of the Republic of Singapore and our
Chief Scout. The new building was named after Dr. Ee
Peng Liang in memory of all the good work he had done
for Scouting and the community through his tireless
efforts in fundraising.
In 2010, the Singapore Scout Movement commemorated
100 years of Scouting in Singapore by holding a
Centenary Celebration Dinner at Suntec City graced by
Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong, the 100th Anniversary
Scout Rally, officiated by
Deputy Prime Minister Teo
Chee Hean which was held
at Hwa Chong Institution
and
the
Centenary
Jamboree “Jamb 100”
opened by President and
Chief Scout SR Nathan.
12

The Scout Promise & Law
The Scout Promise and Law are the guiding principles
upon which the Scout Movement is built upon. There are
a few versions of the Promise & Law around the World
but they all have the same basic principles as the original
Scout Promise and Law. This is Singapore’s version.

Scout Promise
On my Honour, I promise that I will do my best
To do my duty to God and to the Republic of Singapore
To help other people
And to keep the Scout Law

Scout Law
A Scout is to be trusted
A Scout is loyal
A Scout makes friends, establishes and
maintains harmonious relations
A Scout is disciplined and considerate
A Scout has courage in all difficulties
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My Six – The Patrol System

Cub Scouts use the Patrol system
(also referred to as the Six system)
to group its members together
instead of the Batch system which
groups its members according to
age.
The Six system mixes older and
younger Cub Scouts in the same
Six which not only allows more
experienced members of the Six

Senior Sixer

Sixer

Assistant Sixer

to help the less experienced members but also to develop
bonds amongst the different batches and to give each Six
a balance of experience and new blood. Grouping the
cubs in a six allows them to learn teamwork.
A typical Cub Six will consist of 6 Cubs led by a Sixer
(usually a Year 3) and an Assistant Sixer (usually a Year
2). Some Packs may have a Senior Sixer (Year 3 or 4)
overseeing all the other Sixers.
Unlike the Scout Section that uses Patrol badges to
distinguish the different Patrols, Cubs use different
coloured woggles.
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The Cub Scout Uniform
The Cub Scout uniform consists of:
• Jockey Cap
• Scarf and Woggle
• Jersey
• Shorts
• Socks (with Scout Logo)
• Shoes (black)
Badges should be placed as follows:
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Event badges are worn on the front of the jersey and
Cubs are allowed to wear the badges as long as they like.

¨¨¨¨¨¨¨

Download the above Apps(Scout.sg) which you will find useful.
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Organizational Structure
The Chief Scout is the patron of the Singapore Scout
Association and is the President of the Republic of Singapore.
The Scout Council, led by the President of the Association is
the highest policy making body of the Association.
The Commissioners Council, led by the Chief Commissioner
is the highest executive body of the Association. They are
supported by a team of full time Scout Executives, led by the
Executive Director.
The Programme Commissioner (Cub) leads the Cub Scout
Round-table. The Cub Scout Round-table is a committee
made up of volunteers, teachers and Commissioners who
discuss policy, programmes and events for the Cub Scouts
Unit Development Consultants are full time executives whose
main function is to assist scout units, especially the newer
units or those with new leaders. There is also a team of
volunteer Unit Development Leaders in your Area performing
similar functions. You may also approach a UDC or UDL for
help with your Pack.
Depending on the availability of volunteers and other events
on the calendar, National level events that may involve Cubs
may include Jamborees, Cuborees and Badge Patch Day.
Singapore is presently divided into 4 Areas (North, South,
East and West) which is overseen by an Assistant Chief
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Commissioner (Area)
Commissioners).

or

otherwise

known

as

Area

Areas organize courses, activities and events for the Area such
as Campfires, Camps, Hikes, Sixers Training camp and Patrol
Leaders Training camp just to name a few.

North Area

South Area

East Area

West Area
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Your Role
Before we get into the specific
duties of the Cub Scout
Leader (CSL), we would like
to cover the responsibilities
that every Leader and
volunteer should embody and
represent.
We are role-models to all our
members as such we have to
play our part in the
community to raise every Cub
to be a positive and responsible member to society based
upon the Scout Promise and Law.
Above all else you are their mentors, the goal of being a
mentor is to improve the well-being of the Cub by
providing a role model that can support them socially
and personally and possibly academically. This goal can
be accomplished through imparting of values,
communication, and/or activities.
The badges (progress and proficiency) may be used to
set measurable goals for the Cubs to reach.
We can only do the best that we can just like how it is
stated in the Scout Promise. You do not have to be the
best, just do your best.
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Cub Scout Leader (CSL)
The CSL is the overall (section) leader of the Cub
Group/Unit (often also referred to as a Cub Pack). They
are usually the most senior and/or experienced person in
the group or the one who started it.
Teachers are sometimes assigned to be the CSL of the
Cub Scout Unit by their Principal with little to no
experience. This is where the Unit Development
Consultant (UDC), Unit Development Leaders (UDL)
and materials like this book are important sources of
knowledge and support.
The CSL is responsible for the operation and
administration of the Pack.
Their basic duties are:
•
•
•
•
•

Plan the Unit Meetings/Training
Keep records of Attendance
Coordinating and/or keeping track of Members’
Progress in Training and Badges
Encourage Members to participate in Scout
Events
Coordinating and/or maintaining the finances of
the Pack (i.e. Job Week, Donation Draw and any
funding from the School)

If there is any Assistant Cub Scout Leaders, the
workload and responsibilities of running the Pack should
be shared but the CSL has to ensure that the new Leaders
20

are properly taught and guided on how to carry out their
responsibilities.
Traditionally the CSL may be referred to as Akela.
Assistant Cub Scout Leader (ACSL)
Assistant Leaders are usually appointed to help mainly
with the general operations of the Unit.
The Assistant Leader supports the planning and running
of the Unit with the help of other Assistant Leaders,
Troop/Group Assistants, Young Leaders and members of
the Scout Fellowship.
It is recommended that assistant leader can be given
different job scopes to tap on their individual talents and
keep focus like:
•
•
•
•

Fund-raising
Camp Craft
Different Progress Levels
Specific Events

ACSLs should also take turns in planning and running
meetings/training.
Typically, an average Unit will have 2 assistant leaders
to support the CSL however this number is not fixed and
the pack is free to appoint as many assistants as needed
depending on the number of Cubs in the Pack.
Volunteer Adult Leader (VAL)
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Volunteer Adult Leaders (VALs) are usually appointed
when a member shows potential and/or the drive to take
charge of a Unit/Group but this is not likely for a Cub
Pack unless an old Cub comes back or the Cub Unit is
associated with a Scout and/or Venture Unit as part of a
Group.
It is possible for a parent to fill in the role of an VAL for
the years their child is in the Cub Pack and beyond if
they desire.
ALs especially parent volunteers are strongly
encouraged to wear the Scout uniform for activities and
events.
VALs must be registered both under the Singapore Scout
Association (SSA) and the Ministry of Education
(MOE).
Group Scout Leader (GSL)
A Group consists of 2 or more Units usually from
different sections (e.g. Cubs, Scouts, Ventures, etc) are
formed under the same sponsoring authority (e.g. school)
and/or organization.
The Group Scout Leader (GSL) is the inspirational
figure within the Group and is usually the most senior
and experienced Leader within the Group and is able to
offer guidance to the rest of the Leaders.
He/she is responsible for all the Section Leaders (i.e.
Cub Scout Leader, Scout Leader, Venture Scout Leader,
etc) and their Assistants in the Group.
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Getting Support
One person cannot run everything for a Cub Pack though
that is often the case for new leaders (especially teachers
who have been appointed as Cub Scout Leaders), it is
important to know where you can turn to for help and
guidance.
The most obvious people are the Area Commissioners
(ACs) and the Unit Development Leaders (UDLs), they
are the ones with the knowledge and experience to help.
However, while the AC and UDLs are a good source of
knowledge and guidance they may be limited in helping
to carry out activities. This is where the next 2 groups
can be very important.
The first is the older Cubs who have graduated, while
they may be of little help while they are in Secondary
School, they can be of great help after that. They can
also serve as a bridge between the Cub Unit and Scout
Group as some Scout Groups can and are willing to have
their members help out as part of the Scouts’ service.

The other group is the parents of your Cubs, while they
may not have as much Scouting knowledge as the others,
parents’ support can make things a lot easier for Leaders.
Many parents would appreciate an opportunity to be
involved more with their child’s up-bringing and can
help carry out activities that do not require Scouting
experience/skills.
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Parents can also help to meet the Leader:Student ratio set
by the Ministry of Education for outdoor activities and
events. (See Pg. 64 – Camps & Hikes)
Even if parents do not wish to get involve with activities
it is good to keep them informed of the Pack’s progress
especially their child’s, one off events like a Parents
Information Evening or Gathering can go a long way in
gaining support for future events.
For more information and resources you can access the
Singapore Scout Association website at www.scout.sg
You can download the Singapore Scout Association App
available for both iOS and Android phones for quick
guide to the Cub Scout programme and information.
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The Jungle Book
The Cub Scouting program has used themes from The
Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling since 1916.
In 1914 Robert Baden-Powell announced a Junior
Section for Scouting. In 1916, he published his own
outlines for such a scheme, to be called Wolf Cubbing.
Baden-Powell may have had a number of reasons to call
this section Wolf Cubs: "Wolf" was one of the ranks
some Native American tribes gave to their best scouts;
Wolf was the name of the cannon made in the railway
workshops at Mafeking. By analogy, a young boy not
old enough to be a wolf or true Scout could be a baby
wolf or Wolf Cub.
Baden-Powell asked his
friend Rudyard Kipling for
the use of his Jungle Book
history and universe as a
motivational framework in
cub scouting. Baden-Powell
wrote a new book, The
Wolf Cub's Handbook, for
junior members. In 1917,
junior members became
known as Wolf Cubs.
In the 1960s and later, the
Wolf Cub section in many
organizations departed from
the jungle theme. Some
changed their name to Cub Scout or something similar
but retained the Jungle Stories and Cub ceremonies as
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tradition such as the use of Jungle Book names and the
Grand Howl which signals the start and end of the Cub
Scout Meetings. Other organizations kept the name but
changed the theme totally.
In Singapore, the highest award for Cub (formerly
Cadet) Scouts was changed from the District
Commissioner’s Award to the Akela Award.

Akela
In Cub Scout packs, Akela is a symbol of wisdom,
authority, and leadership. The name Akela is usually
given to the Cub Scout Leader (CSL).
Sir Robert Baden-Powell, the founder of the Scouting
movement, chose Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book as
a source of symbolism and allegorical framework for the
youngest members of the Scouting movement. Many
references are made to this story in the Cub Scout
section, including the "Council Rock" for discussions
and planning, and the "Grand Howl" to express a sense
of belonging and team spirit.
Many Cub Scout packs use an oath called the "Law of
the Pack" to show allegiance and demonstrate their
relationship to Akela and the pack:
The Cub Scout follows Akela.
The Cub Scout helps the pack go.
The pack helps the Cub Scout grow.
The Cub Scout gives goodwill.
Rudyard Kipling obtained the name "Akela" from Hindi
language which means "alone."
27

Arrows, Akela & Badges
Scouting could claim that it is one of the first youth
organizations to award badges to its members for their
achievements. It is a simple, yet effective, form of
recognition and encouragement.
In fact the collection of badges has become an integral
part of the scout culture. However this practice could
become a mere hobby, or even obsession, without any
educational value if adult leaders do not provide the
required guidance.

Progress Badges
The National Programme Council’s Cub Scout
Executive Committee (CubSEC) believes that each Cub
Scout is unique, with different aptitudes, capabilities and
talents. In line with this
philosophy, the Cub Scout
Programme (Progress Badges)
attempts to ensure that each
Cub’s unique interest and
strengths
are
taken
into
consideration.
Cub Scouts must be allowed to
progress and take tests in any
component of the Arrow Badge
whenever they are ready.
However they must complete and be awarded the Bronze
Arrow before being awarded the Silver Arrow.
The sequence of the badge awards are as follows:
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World Scout Badge
This is the basic badge which
every Scout is required to complete
to become a full-fledged Scout.
They must understand the Law and
Promise.

Bronze Arrow
This is the first of the Arrow
badges and the first step in the
Cub’s Scouting journey.
There is little flexibility/choice in
the requirements for this level as
they cover the basics for Cubs.

Silver Arrow
From this level onwards, Cubs will
have some choice and flexibility in
choosing what requirements they
would like to fulfill in order to
earn their Arrows.
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Gold Arrow
The Gold Arrow is the last of the
Arrow Badges.
This is the most difficult badge yet
but there are many choices to suit
the Cub’s strengths and interest.
It is possible for everyone to
achieve this with enough effort.

Akela
The Akela Award (formerly known
as the District Commissioner’s
Award) is the highest award that a
Cub can Achieve.
It takes a lot of hard work and
commitment for a Cub to achieve
this.
Cubs with the potential and desire
to earn this award should be
identified as early as possible
because of the effort needed to
achieve this award.

Proficiency Badges
The Proficiency Badge scheme is a unique educational
approach that was perhaps ahead of its time. This
scheme recognizes that each individual has his own
interests and talents that should be recognized and
nurtured.
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There are over 40 different badges/areas of interests that
a Cub can pursue and more badges could even be
developed if there is a need.
The real challenge facing the Leader is not the lack of
choice, but how properly to make use of the educational
value of this scheme.
While it is very tempting and efficient to have
standardize programs for the whole Pack to earn the
same badges, this should not happen all the time as the
objective and value of the scheme is to encourage the
individual Cub’s interest.
Interest Badges

A wide range of badges are available for the Cub to
choose, depending on his aptitude and inclination. The
Cub will work for those badges that appeal to him most
and are suited to his capabilities.
Most Cub Scout proficiency badges (excluding National
Campaign Badges) are triangular with red background.
Some badges (e.g. Swimmer) have multiple levels (i.e.
Bronze, Silver and Gold), the higher the level the more
challenging the standard.
31

National Campaign Badges

The National Campaign Proficiency Badges are
organised by the respective Government Agencies in
collaboration with Singapore Scout Association and a
badge will be issued to a Cub Scout who has completed
the necessary requirements.
Some of the recognized proficiency badge courses are
Crime Prevention, Healthy Lifestyle, Mozzie Buster,
Food Watch, and I’m OK.
A complete list of Cubs’ Proficiency Badges and their
requirement is attached at the end of this guidebook.
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Opening and Closing Ceremonies
The reason we carry out these
ceremonies is for the same reason
why schools start the day singing
the National Anthem and reciting
the pledge. It is a reminder of our
commitment and what we strive to
teach/learn and achieve.
You can open a meeting with a
simple ceremony with the Cubs assembled in horse-shoe
formation and recite the Scout Promise and Law after
taking attendance. Most Cub Packs do not have a Unit
flag so you could use the National flag or Scout flag for
the ceremony.
An Opening Ceremony should go as follows:
1. Cubs assemble in horse-shoe and come to
attention (Sedia).
2. If there is a flag, the Sixer or Assistant Sixer will
raise/break the flag, secure it, salute and turn
back to face the Cubs.
3. Recite the Scout Promise and Law.
4. Moment of Silence (This allows everyone to pray
in their own way and/or to focus on the upcoming activities).
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After falling out/Moment of Silence, you may carry on
with activities or uniform inspection and attendance
taking if it has not been done before.
To close the meeting,
assemble the Cubs in
Horse-shoe formation and
sing the Scout hymn.
A
Closing
Ceremony
should go as follows:
Scouts assembled in horse-shoe
formation which is essentially a
‘U’ formation.

1. Cubs assemble in horse-shoe and come to
attention (Sedia).
2. If there is a flag, the Sixer or Assistant Sixer will
salute the flag, lower the flag, secure it and turn
back to face the Cubs.
3. Sing the Scout Hymn.
4. Announcements
5. Dismissal (Bersurai)

However Cubs have traditional call that is unique to
them and this is called the Grand Howl. It is carried out
as part of the unit meeting.

The Original Grand Howl
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It was devised by Robert Baden-Powell and is based on
the Mowgli stories in Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book. In
the ceremony, Cubs act out the wolves greeting Akela,
the "Old Wolf" at the Council Rock and are reminded of
the Cub Scout Promise.
The original instructions for the Grand Howl, described
by Baden-Powell in The Wolf Cub's Handbook.
Scouter: "Pack - Pack - Pack!" This calls the
Cubs into a Parade Circle.
The Cubs reply as they run to their places in the circle.
Cubs: "Pack!"
As the Scouter enters the circle, the Cubs squat down on
their heels with their "fore paws" on the ground between
their feet and their knees out on either side.
Cubs: "Ah-kay-la! We-e-e-e-ll do-o-o-o o-o-o-uu-r BEST!" On the word "BEST", the Cubs jump
to their feet with two fingers of each hand at the
sides of their heads, to resemble a wolf's ears
A Sixer: "Dyb - dyb - dyb -dyb" The word "dyb"
means "Do Your Best" which is the first part of
the Cub Promise and was the original Wolf Cub
motto.
On the fourth "dyb", the Cubs lower their left hands and
the fingers of their right hands extend to form the Cub
Scout Salute.
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Cubs: "We-e-e-e-ll dob-dob-dob-dob", meaning
"We'll do our best".

You can find videos of how Cub Groups conduct the
Grand Howl on the internet especially YouTube.
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Planning a Meeting
One of the biggest challenges facing new Leaders and
even experienced Leaders is how to plan
meetings/training and keeping activities new, exciting
and Scout related.
For this chapter we will be addressing meeting/training
plans while specific activities will be covered in the next
chapter.

Meeting Templates

The following are templates for meeting plans which
Leaders can use to organize/run some of their weekly
meeting (training).
Some templates were created for this guide while others
are contributed by active Units who were willing to
share their experience. On average a Cub Scout meeting
runs between 1½ to 3 hours but we have a range of
templates with different timings (Arranged according to
meeting length.) Some templates are meant to run
concurrently.
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Template 1
Meeting Length: 1½ hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Report-in and Attendance Taking

15 Mins

Introduction to Scouting and Unit Leaders

30 Mins

Patrol Ice-breakers

45 Mins

Scout Promise & Law, Scout Hymn

15 Mins

Closing and Dismissal

Template 2
Meeting Length: 1½ hours
Contributor: Mr. Ying Cheong Tang, Cub Scout
Leader, Yio Chu Kang Primary Scout
Group
Timing/Duration
0720

0730 (10 Mins)

0740 (10 Mins)
0750 (40 Mins)
0830 (10 Mins)

Activity
Assemble in Hall/Parade Square & Flag
Raising Ceremony
Assemble in Meeting Venue & Singing of
Scout Hymn.
(Share Some incidents of good deeds in
the past one week with Cubs)
Uniform inspection/Briefing &
Administration (if any)
Scouting Skills/Lecture/Games/Tests &
Badges/Special Briefing
Singing of Scout Songs
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0840 (15 Mins)
0855 (5 Mins)
0900

Sixers’Council (Reflection &
Administration)/ Debriefing (Sharing of
reflection)/Instruction for next meeting
Singing of Scout Hymn (Encourage Cubs
to do at least one good deed a day)
Dismissal

Template 3
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Report-in and Attendance Taking

15 Mins

Opening Ceremony

30 Mins

Physical training

45 Mins

Learning Basic Knots
(Clove Hitch, Square Lashing and Reef
Knot.)

15 Mins

Closing and Dismissal
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Template 4
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Contributor: Mr. Ying Cheong Tang, Cub Scout
Leader, Yio Chu Kang Primary Scout
Group
Timing/Duration
0720

0730 (10 Mins)

0740 (15 Mins)
0755 (45 Mins)

Activity
Assemble in Hall/Parade Square & Flag
Raising Ceremony
Assemble in Meeting Venue & Singing of
Scout Hymn.
(Share Some incidents of good deeds in
the past one week with Cubs)
Uniform inspection/Briefing &
Administration (if any)
Scouting Skills/Lecture/Games/Tests &
Badges/Special Briefing

0840 (5 Mins)

Break

0845 (15 Mins)

Singing of Scout Songs

0900 (15 Mins)
0915 (10 Mins)
0925 (5 Mins)
0930

Sixers’Council (Reflection &
Administration)
Debriefing (Sharing of
reflection)/Instruction for next meeting
Singing of Scout Hymn (Encourage Cubs
to do at least one good deed a day)
Dismissal
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Template 5A – Year 1 Cubs
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Report-in and Attendance Taking

15 Mins

Opening Ceremony

30 Mins

Physical training

45 Mins

Games

15 Mins

Closing and Dismissal

Template 5B – Year 2 Cubs
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Report-in and Attendance Taking

15 Mins

Opening Ceremony

30 Mins

Arrow Test/Lecture

15 Mins

Sing Scout Song

30 Mins

Physical Training

15 Mins

Closing and Dismissal
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Template 5C – Year 3 & 4 Cubs
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Report-in and Attendance Taking

15 Mins

Opening Ceremony

30 Mins

Plan Mock Meeting

45 Mins

Station Games

15 Mins

Closing and Dismissal

Template 6A – Year 1/New Cubs
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Opening Assembly

10 Mins

Game: Grab My Prize

35 Mins

Instruction:
How to wear the Uniform
How to put on a Scarf

30 Mins

Test on Scout Law

10 Mins

Game: Crows and Cranes

10 Mins

Singing/Yarn: Wana wana waki (Teach
and sing a few times)

10 Mins

Closing, Announcements and Dismissal
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Template 6B – Year 2 and Above Cubs
Meeting Length: 2 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Opening Assembly

10 Mins

Game: Grab My Prize

85 Mins

Outdoor Scouting: Knotting – Reef Knots,
Sheet Bend, Clove Hitch, Compass
Test those who are ready.

10 Mins

Closing, Announcements and Dismissal

Template 7
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

15 Mins

Assemble in Parade Square

15 Mins

Safety Briefing

85 Mins

Short Hike

30 Mins

Break/Reflections

15 Mins

Debriefing (Sharing of reflection)

15 Mins

Singing of Scout Hymn (Encourage Cubs
to do at least one good deed a day)

5 Mins

Dismissal
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Template 8
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Contributor: Mrs. Claire Ellen Porter, Leader, Viking
Open (Cub) Unit
Timing/Duration

Activity

1500 (5 Mins)

Sixer Briefing

1505 (10 Mins)

Grand Howl

1515 (45 Mins)
1600 (15 Mins)
1615 (60 Mins)
1715 (30 Mins)

Tent Pitching (In Sixes, Sixer to take
charge)
Snacks and water break (Cubs to bring
their own snacks)
Camp Gadgets (In Sixes, Sixer to take
charge)
Badge Presentation (For Cubs who have
earned their badges)

1745 (15 Mins)

Round-up

1800

Dismissal
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Template 9
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Contributor: Mrs. Claire Ellen Porter, Leader, Viking
Open (Cub) Unit
Timing/Duration

Activity
Map-reading and Orienteering at
Singapore Botanic Garden, Tanglin Gate

1500
Assembly and Grand Howl at Visitor
Center near Botany Center
1515 – 1530
1530 – 1630
1630 – 1645
1645 – 1745
1800

Walk to Tembusu Tree
Compass exercise
Lawn E, SBG
Snacks and water break
Lawn E, SBG
Navigation
Area around Lawn E, SBG
Dismiss from Botany Center Visitor
Center

Template 10A – Year 1/New Cubs
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

1300 (15 Mins)

Fall-in and Attendance Taking

1315 (15 Mins)

Uniform Check

45

1330 (10 Mins)

Grand Howl & Announcements

1340 (30 Mins)

World Scout Badge Test/Lecture

1400 (20 Mins)

Game

1420 (30 Mins)

Knots

1450 (5 Mins)

Break

1455 (20 Mins)

Sing Songs

1515 (30 Mins)

Group Game

1545 (10 Mins)

Reflection/Debrief

1555 (5 Mins)

Scout Hymn

1600

Dismissal

Template 10B – Year 2 Cubs
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

1300 (15 Mins)

Fall-in and Attendance Taking

1315 (15 Mins)

Uniform Check

1330 (10 Mins)

Grand Howl & Announcements

1340 (30 Mins)

Basketball/Football

1410 (5 Mins)

Break

1415 (30 Mins)

Proficiency Badge Session

1445 (20 Mins)

Basic Drills
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1505 (10 Mins)

Break

1515 (30 Mins)

Group Game

1545 (10 Mins)

Reflection/Debrief

1555 (5 Mins)

Scout Hymn

1600

Dismissal

Template 10C – Year 3 Cubs/Silver/Gold Arrow Level
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

1300 (15 Mins)

Fall-in and Attendance Taking

1315 (15 Mins)

Uniform Check

1330 (10 Mins)

Grand Howl & Announcements

1340 (20 Mins)

Physical Training

1400 (30 Mins)

Silver/Gold Lecture/Test

1430 (5 Mins)

Break

1435 (30 Mins)

Skill/Proficiency Badge Session

1505 (10 Mins)

Break

1515 (30 Mins)

Group Game

1545 (10 Mins)

Reflection/Debrief

1555 (5 Mins)

Scout Hymn
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1600

Dismissal

Template 10D – Year 4 Cubs/Gold Arrow/Akela Level
Meeting Length: 3 hours
Timing/Duration

Activity

1300 (15 Mins)

Fall-in and Attendance Taking

1315 (15 Mins)

Uniform Check

1330 (10 Mins)

Grand Howl & Announcements

1340 (30 Mins)

Basketball/Football

1410 (10 Mins)

Break

1420 (30 Mins)

Gold/Akela test/Lecture

1455 (20 Mins)

Talk by Leader/Senior about Scouting in
Secondary School

1515 (30 Mins)

Group Game

1545 (10 Mins)

Reflection/Debrief

1555 (5 Mins)

Scout Hymn

1600

Dismissal
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Year Long Guide/Plan
It is also advisable for you to have a rough guide to what
goals/events/activities you would like to have during the
year, taking into account your school and Scout
Association events. You should also leave some room
for flexibility as not all events are stated in the initial
release of the yearly calendar.

Yio Chu Kang Primary Scout Group
Program for 2013
Term 1
Wk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Activity
No Meeting
Indoor Meeting:
Recruitment
Indoor Meeting:
Recruitment
Indoor Meeting: World
Scout Badge
Indoor Meeting: World
Scout Badge
Indoor Meeting: Track And
Trail
Indoor Meeting: Track And
Trail
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
No Meeting
Indoor Meeting: Job Week
Briefing
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Remarks
No CCA
Introduction to Scouting
Scouting Knowledge &
Games (Jungle Book)
Scout Promise and Law
My Scout Family / My
Investiture
Track And Trail (Lecture)
Track And Trail Activity
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
CA 1
Rules & Safety

Term 2
Wk
1
2
3
4
5

8
9

Activity
Indoor Meeting: Basic Knots
Indoor Meeting: Basic Knots
Indoor Meeting: First Aid 1
Indoor Meeting: First Aid 2
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
Indoor Meeting: Tent
Pitching 1
Indoor Meeting: Tent
Pitching 2
No Meeting
Indoor Meeting: SVA

10

Indoor Meeting: Briefing

6
7

Remarks
5 basic knots (Activity)
5 basic knots (Activity)
Cuts , Sprain & Burns
Fractures & Bandages
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
Choosing a site / Safety
Rules
Tent – Pitching (Activity)
SA 1
SVA 3: Camp Equipment
Maintenance
Sales of Donation Draw
Tickets / POET / SVA 2

Term 3
Wk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Activity
Indoor Meeting: Map &
Compass
Indoor Meeting: Map &
Compass
Indoor Meeting: Footdrill
Indoor Meeting: Footdrill
Indoor Meeting: National
Day Celebrations
No Meeting
No Meeting
No Meeting
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
Indoor Meeting: SVA
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Remarks
Map & Compass (Lecture)
Map & Compass (Activity)
Basic Footdrill
Basic Footdrill
Singing of National Songs
Hari Raya Puasa
PSLE Oral
CA 2 / Preliminary
Examinations
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
SVA 6: Camp Equipment
Maintenance

Term 4
Wk
1

8
9

Activity
Indoor Meeting: Outdoor
Cooking 1
Indoor Meeting: Outdoor
Cooking 2
Indoor Meeting: NEA
Badges 1
Indoor Meeting: NEA
Badges 2
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
Indoor Meeting: Tests &
Badges
No Meeting
Indoor Meeting: SVA

10

Indoor Meeting: Briefing

2
3
4
5
6
7
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Remarks
Lecture (Menu Planning)
Activity
Mozzie Buster / Food Watch
/ I’m O.K
3R / Energy Efficiency
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
Bronze / Silver / Gold /
Proficiency
SA 2
SVA 8 : Camp Equipment
Maintenance
Annual Uniformed Groups
Combined Camp / Campfire
& Barbecue

Activities & Games
This section contains different activities and games you
can use to make your meeting more interesting and to
modify the templates in the previous section.
The purpose of play is to give true character training
because a child is fully alive when he is at play and is
therefore, receptive and teachable. Three things have to
be taken into account when selecting games: the
physical, mental and educational values of the games as
they relate themselves to the Cub Scout program.
The physical aspect should be satisfying to the strongest
and yet not overtax the weakest. It should have a definite
relationship to the Cub Scout’s health. Being at the
growing stage, active games involving running and
chasing are excellent. However, taking note of warning
signs during the games such as breathlessness and pain
in the region of the heart, as well as any underlying
medical conditions.
The second value, which is the mental aspect, is as
equally important. Becoming a Cub Scout for the sake of
joining is not enough. The element of excitement,
competition or accomplishment encourages them to
continue. They also learn to play fair and that there are
some degree of rules when playing with the other Cubs.
These games also stimulate quick thinking and
sometimes, strategy.
Lastly, games can be educational. For example, they
may learn names of animals in the games. Games are
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good platforms to impart educational values of Scouting
such as trust, friendship, courage, etc.
Balloon Relay
Arrange teams in parallel files. Give the first player in
each line a toy balloon. On signal, have the first player
bat the balloon with his hand while running to the other
end of the room and back to the second player who
repeats the action. Continue until all have had a turn. The
team finishing first wins.
Balloon Kangaroo Jumping
Have two contestants stand side by side each with a
balloon between his knees. On signal, have them hop to
the other side of the room and return to the starting line.
The one finishing first wins, if any one breaks his
balloon, he is eliminated. If a balloon is dropped, it must
be replaced before further progress can be made.
Balloon Basketball
Use a balloon for the ball and boxes or wastepaper
baskets for the goals. Score as in basketball, except that a
broken balloon counts 5 points for the offending side.

Blindman’s Bluff
Mark off an area for a barnyard. No player may leave the
barnyard. One boy is the “farmer”, the others are
“animals”. Blindfold the farmer and turn him around
three times. While he counts to 10, the animals scatter
within the barnyard. The farmer feels his way around
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until he finds a player. The one caught makes a noise
like an animal. The farmer tries to guess his name. If he
guesses correctly, the player becomes the farmer. If the
farmer cannot guess properly, after trying three times,
another player becomes the farmer.
Above And Below
Arrange the players in a circle. Call out the names of
things that are found above the ground or below. For
example: strawberries grow above the ground and
potatoes grow below. When you call something that
signifies above, the players stand; if below, they sit
down. Failure to do these things to be named should be
carefully worked out in advance to keep the game going
smoothly.
In the Pond
Arrange the players in a circle around you just outside a
chalk line. If you order “in the pond!” all are to jump up.
When you call “on the bank!” all should jump back. If
the order “in the pond!” is given when all are in, no one
should move. Such orders as “on the pond!” or “in the
bank!” should be ignored. Anyone making a mistake is
out of the game. The remaining player wins.
Gossip (also known as ‘Pass the Message’)
As proof of how news is distorted as it travels from
mouth to mouth, try the gossip contest. Arrange the
players in a circle and whisper a brief news item to
someone who whispers it to the second, and so on
around the circle. No restatement is permitted – each
person whispers it but once to his neighbor. Have the last
player give the news as he heard it.
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Forehead Ball Race
Divide the group into teams and place them in columns
of two. Give the first pair of each team a table-tennis ball
to hold between their foreheads. On signal, they walk
sideway to a running point, return to the starting line,
and pass the ball to the next two. The first team to finish
the race wins.
Smile
Divide the group into two teams and line them up, facing
each other, about 10 ft. apart. Name one team “heads”
and the other “tails”. Then flip a coin and callout the side
that turned up. If it comes up heads, the heads laugh and
smile while the tails try to keep sober faces. The heads,
of course, try to make the tails laugh. Any who do laugh
must join the other team. Then flip the coin again.
Hunter, Gun, Rabbit
Divide the players into two teams. Ask them to select
their leader and then secretly decide to portray – in any
way they please – a hunter, a gun, a rabbit. When both
teams are ready, have them line up facing each other for
a practice round. On signal, both teams should
immediately act out their charades. For example, the
hunters may freeze in stalking position. The “guns” may
shout “bang!” or the “rabbits” may put their hands to
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their ears. Then explain that guns defeat rabbits, because
a gun can kill a rabbit; rabbits defeat hunters, because an
unarmed hunter cannot catch a rabbit; and hunters defeat
guns, because of the superiority of man over objects.
After practicing the parts and after this explanation,
begin the game. See that each team huddles around its
captain, decides which part to play, and faces its
opponent for a showdown. Score 1 point for each
victory. The first team to score 5 points wins.
Advertisement Hunt
Give each Cub Scout seated at a table a popular
magazine, containing a large number of advertisements.
Have in mind several products that are advertised in
these magazines such as toothpaste, cars, shampoo, soap,
etc. Start the game by calling out the name of some
product such as “toothpaste”. The Cub Scout who first
finds the proper ad tears it out of the magazine and holds
it over his head for inspection. If it is the right one, have
him sit on it, and continue the game by calling for
another. After a dozen or so calls, find out who is sitting
on the most advertisements.
Buzz-fizz
Start the game by having the first player say “one,” the
next player to him say “two,” and then, “three,” and so
on. But when the players comes to five or a number with
five in it, he says, “buzz.” An when a player comes to
seven or a number with seven in it, he says, “fizz.” For
instance, 57 would be “buzz-fizz.” When a player
misses, he drops out and the next one starts over with
“one.” When older boys are playing, the multiples of
five and seven should be included.
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Crazybone
The idea of this game is to discover how many objects
each player can identify by touching them with his
elbow. Gather together such things as an eraser, a ring, a
penny, a pencil, a small wire spring, a piece of
sandpaper, a grape, a bobbypin etc. Let none of the
players see them in advance. Have each player roll up
his sleeve and place his arm on the back of his chair.
Then pass behind and hold one of the objects against his
elbows, one at a time, and let them all write down what
they think the object is. The player with the most correct
answers wins.
Kim’s Game
Arrange 20 objects in an orderly fashion. Have the Cub
Scouts study the objects in absolute silence for 60
seconds. Then each player returns to his seat and writes
the names of as many objects as he can remember. The
one who names the most objects wins.
This is a game used by B.P. himself to train Scouts’
memories. Scouts also use this game to fulfill part of the
requirements for the Observers proficiency badge.

Cub Scout Uniform Games
When preparing for a uniform inspection, have the Sixer
slip in with his uniform rearranged in the following
manner and let the Cub Scouts tell what is wrong:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cap on backwards
Neckerchief (Scarf) twisted into a roll
Neckerchief (Scarf) tied around the neck
Belt buckle worn on one side
One sleeve rolled up
Button unbuttoned
Pocket turned inside out

Triangle Turn
Lay out 10 coins in the shape of a triangle. In three
moves (moving one coin at a time) the triangle can be
reversed. Solution – Put the end of the bottom row next
to the one next to the top row. Then put the other end
coin at the bottom row next to the top row. Put the top
coin below
and centered
between the
two coins on
the bottom.

Pass and Touch
Form a circle with hands in the back. Pass a series of
nature objects (leaf, stone, twig, shell, thorn, cone,
feather, etc.) from hand to hand around the circle. Have
each boy identify the object by feel. After several items
have been passed see who can repeat (or write) the most
items correctly.

Alphabet Test
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The first boy is to start by saying a word that begins with
A. each boy is in turn to say a word beginning with A. if
he can’t, after a given time, he drops out of the game.
The next time the letter B is used, and so on.

Grab my Prize
Players stand in a circle and are numbered so that onefifth of the Cubs have the same number. For a group of
25, number them in 5s. For 24, number them in 6s.
When the Leader calls a number, all the players with the
number race counter-clockwise around the circle, back tp
their original position and then into the center – trying to
be the first to grab the prize-object. Remind players this
is not a game to see who can pull it away from someone
else. The first to touch it wins. Declare a tie if two or
more seem to touch it at the same time.

Crows and Cranes
Divide the players into two teams. They face each other
in the center of the hall about 1.5m apart or further. One
team is the ‘Crows’. The other team is the ‘Cranes’. Call
one of these names. You can add to the suspense by
rolling the ‘r’s. The team with the name called runs to
the wall behind them before they are tagged by the other
team. Those tagged become part of the team that tagged
them. The game is over when one team has caught all of
its opponents.
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Marble Relay
Provide each team with a straw and a marble. On signal,
the first in each line places the marble on the floor and
rolls it to the other end of the room and back with his
straw. Then he hands it to the next runner. The first team
through wins.

Hugs and Kisses
You need to draw a game board with hugs (o) and kisses
(x) like this:

One player is hugs and another kisses. You will need a
pencil. The hugs-player goes first (hugs always goes
before kisses!) and joins any two neighboring hugs by a
straight line. Then the kisses-player joins any two
neighboring kisses together and so on. The lines must
not cross. The winner is the player who first makes an
unbroken line to the opposite side of
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the board from left to right and the kisses player must get
a line from top to bottom. The winning line will
probably snake all over the board. A game that is partly
might look like the one on the right.
There cannot be a draw because the
only way that hugs can stop the kisses
from winning is to win himself. The
only sure way of stopping someone
from getting a line across the page is to
draw a line down the page. Here is a
game that has ended in a win for kisses.
The following projects and activities are more
challenging than the previous ones and will probably
take a longer time to complete. Some of these also
require cutting and glue so extra care needs to be taken.
Some of these can be done as home projects with parents
and brought for camps, events or show and tell.
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The Sealed World
Learn more about nature and
how everything is dependent
upon something else.
You will need: large, widemouth glass jar (at least 3.8 – 4
litres), soil and water from the
edge of a pond/stream and
paraffin or tape.
1. Put about 1½ inches (3.5 – 4cm) sandy soil or
sand in the bottom of the jar.
2. Plant five or six water plants in the soil.
3. Fill the jar to where the neck narrows with water
from the pond. The water may look lifeless but
actually it contains plankton – tiny plants and
animals. The water may take a few days to clear.
4. Add a snail and two minnows (or other small
fish) not more than 2.5cm long. Put the screw top
on the jar and seal it with paraffin or tape.
Note: Keep the jar where it will get indirect sunlight so
that the water does not get warmed by the sun. With no
further attention the sealed world should sustain itself
almost indefinitely.
What is happening? The green plants use light and
minerals from the soil, water and the carbon dioxide
exhaled by the fish and snail. The plants exhale oxygen
that is needed by the plankton, fish and snail. The fish
can eat the plankton but the tiny plankton keep
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multiplying so fast that the food supply will last a long
time. The snail eats plankton too but is a scavenger that
also feeds on tiny plants growing on larger plants and the
glass. In this way, a balance is struck in the sealed world
which may continue for a long time.
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Camps & Hikes
Outdoor activities are the heart and soul of Scouting but
without enough knowledge, experience and support most
Cubs will not get to experience this aspect of Scouting.
Camps and hikes may be conducted at Area level but
teachers will need to accompany their Cubs for the event
or be part of the organizing committee. This all depends
on the Area and/or organizing committee. The reason for
this is usually to help contribute to the Area and/or safety
– to keep the teachers informed and for their feedback.
According to the Ministry of Education (MOE)
regulations, a teacher from the school must always be
with the Cubs for the whole duration of the event.
But for this section we will be touching upon the basics
of running your own camp or hike.

Safety
First and foremost is safety. While you cannot eliminate
all risk, it is possible to manage and bring them down to
an acceptable level. This is where practicing RAMS
(Risk Assessment and Management System) is important
as it can help you identify potential hazards and prepare
for them.
RAMS is usually available only through schools and
MOE. For Open Units you can approach your Area
Commissioner (AC) or Unit Development Leader (UDL)
for help with RAMS/safety matters or get the
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information from the Singapore Scout Association (SSA)
website under ‘Scout’s Toolbox – Resources – Policies’.
Another important matter to consider when conducting a
camp or hike is ‘Do you have enough Leaders and
volunteers to look after the Cubs?’ MOE guidelines
require a 1:10 ratio of Leaders to Participants for
activities.
Parents and senior/former Scouts (like Ventures and
Rovers) can help fulfill this ratio as long as they are 21
years old and above and registered as VALs under MOE
and not just under SSA.
Always be sure that your Cubs are able to complete the
camp or hike. Is the distance/duration too long? Are the
Cubs in good physical fitness? Are there enough rest
stops and breaks? Will they have enough sleep? You
want to push your Cubs but not to their breaking point.
A safety vehicle (ideally a sedan or a van) should be on
stand-by throughout the camp or hike in case of an
emergency. In the case of a hike the safety vehicle
should be trailing the Pack.
For hikes, it is recommended that you recee the planned
route well before the hike itself (maybe a month or even
before you announce the hike to the Pack), you can do
this by car so you can have an overview of the route and
the conditions of the area.
A final recee should be conducted on foot for the entire
route no less than 1 week before and no more than 4
weeks before the hike in case there are any changes to
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the road or area conditions (e.g. construction that makes
a rest point inaccessible.) that require changes to be
made to your plan.
Always have a First Aid Kit ready even for regular
meetings.
The location of the camp can significantly affect the
safety precautions needed. For your first few camps, it
would be recommended that they be held in your school
and the Cubs can either sleep in classrooms or in tents if
possible.
For open Units that have no affiliation with any school,
you can consider Sarimbun Scout Camp, other campsites
(like Diary Farm, Boys’ Brigade, etc) which are open for
public bookings or even get a camping permit from
NParks to camp at one of the national parks but these are
more challenging and you must pay special attention to
logistics, food and safety.
Every Cub is important; do not take safety for granted.
This should be taught to everyone from
Leaders/Volunteers down to the newest Cubs.

Administration
The basic admin for any outdoor activity/event would
be:
•

Consent (Indemnity) Forms

•

Budget
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Consent (Indemnity) forms should be given out and
collected back before the start of the camp/hike. Ideally
you should collect all the forms back no less than 1
month before the event. This is especially important for
budgeting and catering.
The basic Consent (Indemnity) form should state that the
parent/guardian of the Cub allows them to participate in
the event and will not hold the School, Unit, Teachers
and volunteers responsible for any lost of property,
injuries or death.
You will also have to pay special attention to the
following (they should be included in the form if you do
not keep up-to-date records):
1. Allergies (Food/Medicines)
It is important to take note of this so as to avoid
any complications/allergic reactions especially to
the food provided.

2. Cubs on medication
Cubs who are ill or still recovering from recent
illness should not be allowed to attend the
hike/camp especially if the illness is contagious
(E.g. flu.)
For Cubs with chronic illness (like asthma and
diabetes) be sure that either the Cubs or the
teacher/leader in charge has their medication
ready if needed and/or they (the Cubs) take them
when they are suppose to.
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3. Dietary Restrictions (Religious not just medical)
Scouting is open to anyone of any religious
background thus we have to cater to their dietary
needs i.e. Halal, no beef, vegetarian, etc.
4. Emergency Contact
This is important in case the Cub needs to be sent
home or to a hospital.
When it comes to budgeting, you have to keep in mind
that there should be extra money at the end of your
proposed budget, you are not out to make a profit but it
will come in handy when you need to buy other items for
the event or when the cheaper brand of the item is no
longer available.
What you do with the additional money depends on you
and/or your School policy. Your options would be:
1. Refund the balance to your Cubs.
2. Place the extra money in your Unit fund parked
at SSA account.
Some Cub Groups have very little to no funding from
their schools, their only source of funds would be Job
Week and Donation Draw. As such option 2 would be
good for them provided it is not a large amount/margin.
Depending on the situation and/or policy of your Unit,
volunteers either pay the same amount as the
participants, a reduced amount or free which means the
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fees from the participants and/or funds provided will
have to cover the volunteers’ food, lodging, etc.
You should make the post event budget report available
to parents if they request for it as we want to show the
parents what the money was spent on and that our aim is
not to make a profit.

Activities
For hikes it is not necessary to have activities at
checkpoints/rest stops for your first few attempts but it
might be good for you to use them as a photo
opportunity.
If you would like to have an activity of some kind you
can use some of the activities/games stated in the
previous section or talks/lectures about Scouting and/or
the location.
When it comes to camping, your activities are what is
going to make it or break it. The activities should be in
line with your objectives, e.g. a training camp would
have more lectures, tests and activities which would help
your Cubs obtain their next progress level, with a few
games/activities in between to break the monotony and
reduce boredom while a bonding camp should have more
game and fun activities to help encourage interaction and
teamwork amongst your Cubs.
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Here are suggestions for an Over-night and a 2-Night
Camp.
The objectives of these camps are:
1. To learn
teamwork.

independence,

self-reliance

and

2. To strengthen and improve the bonds between
the Cubs.
3. To have fun
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Over-night Camp – Day 1
1000 – 1030
1030 – 1100

Report-in and Attendance Taking
Opening Ceremony and Putting Away
Belongings

1100 – 1230

Making Camp Patrol Flag

1230 – 1330

Lunch

1430 – 1530

Learning Basic Knots (Clove Hitch,
Square Lashing and Reef Knot.)
Learn Campfire Songs

1530 – 1600

Break

1600 – 1630

Physical Training/Warm-up

1630 – 1800

Telematch

1800 – 1830

Closing Ceremony and Wash-up

1830 – 1930

Dinner

1930 – 2100

Campfire

2100 – 2130

Campfire Clean-up

2130 – 2230

Bath

2230

Lights out

1330 – 1430

Over-night Camp – Day 2
0800 – 0830

Breakfast

0830 – 1000

Clean up

1000 – 1100

Debriefing and Dismissal
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2 Night Camp – Day 1
1000 – 1030

Report-in and Attendance Taking

1030 – 1230

Set-up Tents
Opening Ceremony and Putting Away
Belongings

1230 – 1300
1300 – 1400

Lunch

1400 – 1430

Ice-breaking Games

1430 – 1530

Making Patrol Flag and Cheer

1530 – 1700

Station Games (4 Stations, Round-robin)

1700 – 1800

Sing Song Session

1800 – 1830

Closing Ceremony and Wash-up

1830 – 1930

Dinner

2000 – 2130

Patrol Games (Games play amongst Patrol
members)
Talent Time Prep (Skit/Song Performance)

2130 – 2230

Bath and Supper

2230

Lights out

1930 – 2000
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2 Night Camp – Day 2
0745 – 0800

Opening Ceremony

0800 – 0900

Physical Training

0900 – 0930

Breakfast

0930 – 1030

Team Building Games

1030 – 1100

Singapore Scouting History

1100 – 1200

Camp Craft (Shoe Rack and Clothes-line)

1200 – 1300

Lunch
Backwoodsman Cooking (Bread/Dough,
Kebabs and Chocolate in Orange)

1300 – 1600
1600 – 1700

Backwoodsman Clean-up

1700 – 1730

Wash-up

1730 – 1830

Closing Ceremony and Dinner

1830 – 2000

Talent Time (Skit/Song Performance)

2000 – 2130

Movie Screening and Supper

2130 – 2230

Bath

2230

Lights out

2 Night Camp – Day 3
0800 – 0830

Breakfast

0830 – 1000

Strike Tents and Clean up

1000 – 1100

Debriefing and Dismissal
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There are many ways you can run a camp and hikes (like
over-night hikes) with different goals, themes and
activities in different locations.
Speak to your AC, UDL and/or other Leaders about the
types of camps they have held for inspiration and ideas,
programmes and activities. You could also combine your
camps and activities with their units.
Attending National and International events like
Jamborees will not only be a great experience for your
Cubs but for you as well.
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The following badges are those known at the time of
publication. Please check with the Scout Shop or Scout
Website
for
the
latest
up-dates.
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Animal Lover

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; $.$/ /# $)"+*- **8 $"#/ !-$ *-
0-*)"$--&)!$)*0/*0/.*(*!
/#!$)"#$/.))/0-'#$//.*!/#
)$('.)-/0-.4*0.;
L;
'+ /* /& - *!  +/; -$/ *2) /#
*--/!**/*"$1$/8#*2/*-*")$.)
+-1)/ /# *((*) $'')...8 ) #*2 /*
/-//#(;
M; +  -*- *1- /2* 2&.8 $) +$/0-.8
.&/#.8 +#*/*"-+#. *- 1$* -*-$)".8
*!$-8))$(')@*-$)./'$!$)4*0-
"-)*-'*'-@+-&;
N; )*2 .$3 $!!-)/ .2/- *- !-.#2/-
/-*+$'!$.#)/#/4+.*!!**./#4/;
O; *$) ) )$('8 $-8 )/0- *- 2$''$!
.*$/4;$/#-/&+-/$)*)*!$/./$1$/$.
*- (& +-*"-.. $) )4 2- .#(
*!!-4/#"-*0+;
P; &+*./-8*''"*--2$)"*0//#
)"-.$)/#*0)/-4/#//#-/)2$''$!
)/'&/*&'*0/$/;
Q; $) *0/ *0/ 1*'0)/- *++*-/0)$/$. 2$/#
/# $)"+*- **8 $"#/ !-$ *- 0-*)"
$- -&8 ) 3+'$) 2#4 1*'0)/-$)"
($"#/)!$/*/#4*0)/#+-&;


3 "'/"(!"""&'%''*$(,"%'
")04
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Artist
K;



)*2 /# +-$(-4 *'*0-. ) (*)./-/
#*2/*($3+$)/./*(&*/#-*'*0-.;
L; $) *0/ *0/ /# *0-.. 1$'' / /#
)4)" (4 *! $) -/. EF )
#*2 4*0 ($"#/ 2*-& /*2-.  *0-. 4*0
(4$)/-./$);
M; #**. /#- */#- /$1$/$. !-*( /# '$./
'*28 *) *! /#. /$1$/$. (0./  *)
$)&'=.+-.):A
EF &  .$")8 0/ ) +-$)/ *)
++- *- !-$ ;"; 0.$)" +*//* *-
'$)*0/.;
EF .$") ) (&  *-/ **&
*1-*-++-";
EF .$"))(&"-/$)"-;
EF .$"))$''0./-/$*)*--$/0-.
4*0-+&(.*/;
EF .$")  " !*-  +&
))$1-.-48(+*-1)/;
E!F &  +*./- 1-/$.$)" *
*0/$)"*-0*0/1)/;
E"F -2 ) *-$"$)' $''0./-/$*) *! )4
$)$)/8 #-/- *- .) 0.$)" 
+)$'8-0.#8+)*--4*);
E#F -2 *- +$)/  +$/0- !-*(
*.-1/$*);
E$F )4 */#- .0$/' /$1$/4 "-
2$/#&';
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Astronomer

#**.)4.$3*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; &(*'*--2$"-(*!/#.*'-.4./(;
L; 3+'$)/#$!!-)/2)./-)+')/;
M; )/$!4)-2/'./!$1*)./''/$*).8)$)
-&) -**(8 .#*2 /# */#- 0 *0/. $) 4*0-
+&/#!$1*)./''/$*).0.$)"./-*34*0#1
(;
N; &  2*-&$)" (*' *! ) ./-*'; 3+'$) /*
&'#*2$/$.0.;
O; *$))./-*)*(4*-./-"5$)"'0;$/#-/&+-/
$)*)*!$/./$1$/$.*-(&+-*"-..$))42-
.#(*!!-4/#"-*0+;
P; $)*0/)+-.)/.*($)!*-(/$*)*0//2**!
/# !*''*2$)":A *(/.8 /*-$/.8 ./-*$.8
*-/#-) $"#/.8 0) +*/.8 $"#/ 4-.8 '$+..8
'& *'.8+3+'*-/$*)
Q; .-1 /# (**)8 0.$)"  +$- *! $)*0'-. *- 
/'.*+8 ) .-$ .*( *! $/. !/0-.;
E-)$)": 1- '**& / /# .0) 2$/# $)*0'-. *-
/'.*+8.$/2$''("4*0-4.;F
R; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $) ./-*)*(4
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;

3 "'/  "(! &'%"!" ,  %'' &&( , '
!#"% ! !'% * $(, "% ' &'%"!" %
%"!,04
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Athlete

##$"#-./".0+-../#!*-(-)/#"(4
)*/2*-)//#.(/$(;
K; #**./**)4*!/#1)/.'$*0/$)/#/'
'*280+/#.*-.!-*(4*0-./1)/.)
"$)+*$)/.!*-#./":

M
L
K

     
K;P&(0)
Q($) KJ($) KR($)
OJ(/-.&$++$)"
KL. KM. KN.
E2$/#-*+/0-)$)"*1-#F
OJ(/-.+-$)/
S.
KJ. KK.
$"# 0(+
SP(
RP(
QP(
*)" 0(+
M(
L;O(
L(
-")/ 0(+E $"#/*)
MO(
MJ(
LO(
/-"/F
#0//'0)P3KJ(
KR. KS. LJ.
/(
/(
/(
.&/''#**/$)"
EF
EF
EF
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.-$+/*-. !*- .&/''
#**/$)"
EF .&/'' .#*/ !*-
0-48 O !-A
/#-*2.#*/.

EF .&/'' /#-*2
!*- .&$'' E-!- /*
$"-(F
KF !/A.$'40+
LF$"#/A.$'40+
MF !/.$*!#**+8'*)"/#&4'$)
NF$"#/.$*!#**+8'*)"/#&4'$)

EF .&/''/#-*2!*-"$'$/4E-!-/*$"-(F
OF#- /# &4 '$) ) !-A/#-*2
'$)(/8'!/.$
PF#- /# &4 '$) ) !-A/#-*2
'$)(/8-$"#/.$
QF*+*!/#&4
RF)42#-'*)"/#/#-A+*$)/'$)

L; 3+'$)/#!*''*2$)":
EF # $(+*-/) *! ($)/$)$)" "** #'/#
#$/.8.+$''42#)/-$)$)"!*-.+*-/;
EF #$(+*-/)*!($)/$)$)"#'/#4$/
2#$'/-$)$)"!*-.+*-/;
EF ./'$.#  +-.*)' /-$)$)" +-*"-( .0$/
/*4*0-!1*0-$/.+*-/8*-")$5#-/)
(*)$/*-4*0-+-*"-..*1-+-$**!/#-
(*)/#.;
EF 3+'$)/*&'/#,0$+()/)..-4/*
+-/$$+/$)/#$..+*-/)/#++-*+-$/
'*/#$)";
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EF $.0.. 2$/# &' #*2 /# +-*"-.. 4*0
#1 ( 0-$)" /-$)$)" ) *(+/$/$*)
#.!!/4*0()/''4)+#4.$''4;
E!F $.0.. /# $(+*-/) *! 2-($)" 0+ )
**'$)"*2);


3 "'/%''%"   *$(,"%'%&#')
'' %"!,"%%"!-.)%"%"04


Bird Watcher
#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; 3+'$)#*2$-.-0.!0'$)$/*-.*!/#,0'$/4
*!/#)1$-*)()/;
L; #*2 /#/ 4*0 - !($'$- 2$/# /# /-(. 0. /*
.-$$-.4.&/#$)"+-#$-)/#)
'''$)"KO$!!-)/+-/.*!/#$-;
M; &/#*-/-)3/)2$)")''.$3/4+.
*!2$)"!/#-.;
N; (*)./-//#/4*0&)*2#*2/*+-*+-'40.)
- !*- $)*0'-. *- .+*//$)" .*+ ) 3+'$)
2#//#.+$!$/$*))0(-.();
O; (*)./-/ #*2 /* %0./ /# 4+$8 #*2 /*
!*0. !*- +-*+- 1$2$)" ) #*2 /* - !*- )
')/#').E.F;
P; (*)./-/ /#/ 4*0 &)*2 #*2 /* 0.  $- !$'
"0$;
Q; .-1)'/*$)/$!4/'./KO.+$.*!
2$' $-.; -+-  !$' )*/**&8 (&$)" 
.+-/ )/-4 !*- # .+$. ) -*- /#
!*''*2$)" $)!*-(/$*) !-*( 4*0- !$' *.-1/$*).
)*/#--!-).:
• *//#/)/$(;
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*//#'*/$*))#$//;
.-$/#$-=.($)!$)"#$//)
'$.//2*/4+.*!!**/#//#$-$.'$&'4/*
/;
R;  ' /* $)/$!4 /# KO .+$. $) 4*0- !$'
)*/**& 4 /#$- ''; (*)./-/ /# '' /* /#
+&;
S; * *)  !$' /-$+ 2$/#  '*' '0 *- 2$/# .*(*)
2#*$.&)*2'"'*0/$-.8)(&'$./*!
$-.*.-1;
KJ; $./ L .+$. /#/ - 0)*((*)8 ) 3+'$) 2#4
/#.-+-.)/$).('')0(-.; !/#+*+0'/$*)
*! /#. .+$. $. -.$)"8 3+'$) 2#48 )
2#/8 $! )4/#$)"8 *0'  *) /* -1-. /#$-
'$);
KK; 0$'  $- !- *-  $- /# ) +0/ $/ $) )
++-*+-$/ +' $) /# .#**' .$) "-) *-
)*/#-.0$/''*/$*);
•
•



Book Reader

K; -*0  '$./ *! / './ .$3 **&. 4*0 #1 -
-)/'48)(/#$-0/#*-.)'/*/''&'
.*(/#$)"*0//#-*!/#**&.;#/#-**&.
4*0 #**. /* /'& *0/ (0./ $)'0 / './ *)
!$/$*)**&)/'./*))*)A!$/$*)**&;''/#
**&.-(0./*!-.*)'./)-8/&$)"
/#0*0/=.")1'*+()/$)/**0)/;
L; #*2/#/4*00)-./)#*2/*-!*-**&.;
M; #*2 /#/ 4*0 ) 0.  $/$*)-48 )4'*+$
))/'.;
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N; 3+'$) /* &' #*2 /# **&. $)  '$--4 - ./
*0/ ) #*2 4*0 2*0' !$) !$/$*) ) )*)A!$/$*)
**&.;


Camper
K;
L;
M;
N;
O;
P;




(+0)-/)/!*-/'.//#-)$"#/.2$/#0
*0/.*!4*0-+&*-$./-$/E)*/)..-$'4*)/#
.(*.$*)F;
'++&4*0-&+&!*-0*0/(+;
'+/*+$/#)./-$&*(/)/)&)*2#*2
/*/&-*!$/;
/(+8#'+/*+-+-8**&8.-1)'-24
.$(+'('8$!+*..$'*0/*!**-.;
)*2/#.$#'/#).!/4-0'.!*-(+)
#*2 /* +-+- !*- /)/ ) &+& E'4*0/F
$).+/$*);
& +-/ $) / './ /2* *! /# !*''*2$)" /$1$/$.
2#$'/(+:
EF (+!$-
EF *0/=.2)
EF $(
EF *$)/ /$1$/4 2$/# */#- 0 *0/. *) .$/ *-
!-*('*'"-*0+
EF **0-)!*-)*/#-(+-!-*($!!-)/
.$3
E!F '+/*/$40+/#(+.$/!*-4*0'1
E"F )4*/#-.0$/'/$1$/4"-2$/#&';

Cinematographer
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#**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; $) *0/ *0/ ) 2-$/ )*/. *0/ /# +-*+-
'()/.*!"**(*/$*)+$/0-:1$.0./*-4/''$)"8
-#4/#(8 /# KRJA3$. -0'8 (- (*1()/8
!-($)")*(+*.$/$*)*!.#*/.;
L; $) *0/ *0/ /# $)(/*"-+#-=. -*' $) /#
(*1$(&$)"+-*..;
M; $.$/  !$'( ./ *- /'1$.$*) +-*0/$*) ./0$* *-
.*0)./")2/##*2+-*0/$*)2*-&$.*);
N; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $)
$)(/*"-+#4E0/$*)8/-$)$)"8)3+-$)
-,0$-F ) 3+'$) 2#4 /#$. +-*!..$*) ($"#/
$)/-./4*0;
O; */#!*''*2$)":
EF )/#-*-!*0-+-"-+#/-/()/8.///#
*0/$)".&$''4*0+')/*!$'(2#$#$./*.0
/* /-$)  )2 *0/8 (&$)" .0- /#/ /#
/-/()/*)14.1$.0'+$/0-;
EF -+-./*-4*-!*-4*0-/-$)$)"1$*E/#$.
)  *) 2$/# -*0"# .&/#. ) ./$&
!$"0-.F;

EF #**//#.#*-//-$)$)"1$*0.$)"/'.//#-
*! /# !*''*2$)" (*/$*)A+$/0- .#**/$)"
/#)$,0.:
• .$)"/-$+*
• ))$)"(-
• -($)".#*/
• #**/$)"/))"'
• -/$1'$"#/$)"
•
)#'.#**/$)"

Civics
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K;
L;
M;
N;


/*+4*-.-#/#-*0"#/# )/-)/)+-$)/
(+*!/#*)./$/0)4$)2#$#4*0'$1))(
/#(-E.F*!-'$()/!*-/#/*)./$/0)4;
$.//#!0'')(.*!''/#-.$)/.*!$)"+*-8
+./ ) +-.)/8 ) /# +-$* *! /#$- /-(. *!
*!!$;
$./ '' /# 0--)/ $)/ $)$./-. ) /#$-
+*-/!*'$*.;
$) *0/ ) (&  +*./- *0/ *) *! /#
!*''*2$)".//0/*-4*-.)2#/$/*.:
EF *0.$)"1'*+()/*-E F
EF *-/*!$)"+*-0/#*-$/4EF
EF 0'$/$'$/$.*-EF
EF $)"+*-*0-$./*-EF
EF -)1'*+()/0/#*-$/4EF
E!F )-).+*-/0/#*-$/4E F
E"F )!**(( 1'*+()/ 0/#*-$/4 *! $)"+*-
E F
E#F /$*)')1$-*)()/")4EF

Climber

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; 3+'$) /# !*''*2$)": /*+A-*+ '$($)"8 '
'$($)"8)*0'-$)";
L; 3+'$) #*2 /# $!!$0'/4 *! '$(. $. '..$!$8 )
++'4 '..$!$/$*). /* /# -*& !. *- 2''.8
$)'0+#*/*"-+#.*!.*(3(+'.;
M; 3+'$) #*2 /# .!/4 *!  +-/$0'- '$($)" -
2*0'  *(+-*($. 4 2/#-8 1$.$$'$/48 /#
*)$/$*) *! /# '$($)" .0-!8 ) )4 */#-
)1$-*)()/'#5-.;
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N; .-$ /# &$). *! -*+ +/' !*- 0. $)
'$($)")-++''$)"8).#*2#*2/*3($)
-*+!*-.$").*!2-*-(";
O; $./ .*( 24. /* +-1)/  -*+ !-*( $)"
(";
P; *)4*!/#-*!/#!*''*2$)":
EF 3+'$) /# $(+*-/) *! 0.$)" 1-' .$")'.
0-$)" 1-4 '$( ) -++'8 ) 2#$'
*0'-$)";(*)./-//#1-'.$")'.0.
4'$(-.)'4-.;
EF 3+'$)/#$(+*-/)*!'4$)"'$(-.)
++''-. ) 2) '4$)" $. )..-4; #)
(*)./-/ #*2 /* '4 /#- $!!-)/
'$(-. .)$)"  '$($)" 2'' *--/'4 )
.!'4;
EF '$(-*&!*-'$($)"2''8(*)./-/$)"
"** /#)$,0 ) 0.$)" 1-' .$")'. 2$/# 
'4-;
EF (*)./-/ /# $'$/4 /* /$ )4 /2* *! /#
!*''*2$)"&)*/.)"$1)3(+'*!#*2/#
&)*2$.0.$)'4$)"*-'$($)";
• $"0-$"#/*)$"#/
• $"0-$"#/!*''*2A/#-*0"#
• /-&)*/
• *0'!$.#-()=.&)*/
• !/4&)*/

Collector


K; &*''/$*)*1-+-$**!/'./.$3(*)/#.
*!  )0(- *! .$($'- $/(. E;" ./(+.8 +*./-.8
(/#*3.*-!*..$'.8/;F;
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L; --)" 4*0- *''/$*) )/'4 $) ) '0( *- *3
)$).0$/'*--8'''$)"$/(.*--/'4)
'-'4;
M; '& *0/ $/(. $) 4*0- *''/$*) /#/ +-/$0'-'4
$)/-./4*0;
N; $.$/ *- '**& /  *''/$*) ( 4 .*(*) '.
) 3+'$) 2#/ 4*0 '$& *- $.'$& *0/ /#
+-.)//$*) *! /# *''/$*)8 #*$ *! 1)08 /;
/#$.*0'+-.*)'*-+0'$*''/$*);

Communicator


K; (*)./-/ #*2 /* 0.  +-$1/ ) +0'$
/'+#*))$!+*..$'0.+#*)-;
L; )*2#*2/*(&)(-")4/'+#*)'';
M; #**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
EF $) *0/ *0/ ) (& 0. *! / './ /2* *!
/#!*''*2$)":
• .$($'(#$)EF8
• ).2-$)"(#$)8
• '&$/'&$8
• '/3/8
• *$'+#*)8
• '/-*)$($'8
• $/$5))E;;F-$*
• )4*/#-/'*((0)$/$*)1$;
EF & 1-' *- /+ -+*-/ *!  '*' 1)/
$/#-+./*-+-.)/;
EF -$/)$+#-/#-.$(+'(..".0.$)"
*.8$+#-.*-$)1$.$'$)&;
EF *'.$(+'*)1-./$*)$))*/#-')"0";
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EF &)($)/$)'$)&*1-.#*-//$(2$/#
)*/#- 0 *0/ !-*(  $!!-)/ & 0.$)"
'/-*)$($'81$*.*-'//-.8/;
E!F $) *0/ #*2 */#- +*+' 2$/#  1$.0' *-
#-$)" $(+$-()/ *((0)$/8 ;"; -$''8
.$")')"0"8/;
E"F (*-$.  (.." ) '$1- $/ LJ ($)0/.
'/-;
E#F ..  (.." /* .*(*) '. 0.$)" (/0-
$**-.))0.$)"#)+#*);
E$F $)*0/*0//#M)@*-NE F/2*-&.
)3+'$)8$)4*0-*2)2*-.8#*2$/2*-&./*
/-).($//2$-'..'4;
E%F $) *0/ *0/ +)/ ) $)"+*-=. ''A!$-
0'/-A#$"#A.+-*))/2*-&;

Community Living

.4*0-'*"**&*-+-.*)''*"!*-/#!*''*2$)":
K; +  $'4 %*0-)' ) 2-$/  !2 '$). *) "**
/0-). 4*0 #1 *) !*- 4*0- )$"#*0-. *- /#
*((0)$/4 4*0 '$1 $) # 4 !*-  +-$* *! L
2&.;
L; -$)/ *- -2  (+ *! 4*0- )$"#*0-#** )
(-& *) 4*0- (+8 /# '*/$*) *! 4*0- #*0. )
/#'*/$*)*!/#!*''*2$)"E)-./4*0-#*(F:
EF *((0)$/4)/-*-*((0)$/4'0
EF *./!!$*3
EF $- 4-)/
EF *.+$/'*-0/+/$)/'$)$*--$1/'$)$
EF $-//$*)*-$1$'!)*./
E!F -!!$
E"F *2)*0)$'
E#F *./!!$*-$)"+*-*./
E$F *'$//$*)*-$"#*0-#***'$*./
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M;

N;
O;
P;

Q;

E%F /-&/*-0+-(-&/
E&F #**'
E'F  ' *! *-.#$+ E#0-#8 *.,08 (+'8
/;F
&  '$./ *! (-")4 /'+#*) )0(-.
$)'0$)" 4*0- !/#-=. 2*-& +'8 (*/#-=. 2*-&
+'8 )$"#*0-8 *'$8 $1$' !)8 (0')8
$)/))-1$/;D
*''/$*) $(. !*- /# ($' / /# *./ *3 *)
2&4.82&).)+0'$#*'$4.;
0.-1$./#/.-14*0-)$"#*0-#**;
$.$/!($'4*!$!!-)/-;
• &  +#*/* 2$/# /# !($'4; *0 (4
#**./*$)'04*0-*2)!($'4((-.;
• $) *0/ /# )0(- *! ((-. $) /#
!($'4 E(8 "8 *0+/$*) ) +' *!
2*-&@./04F /#) 2-$/  -$! .-$+/$*)
*0/<4$"#*0-=;
/ .$ *0/ KJ +". *!  '*"**& *- .1-'
)/-$.$)4*0-+-.*)''*"!*-/#!*''*2$)":
• $))*''/+$/0-.!-*()2.++-.*-
("5$) 0//$)". *0/ *((0)$/4 )
($'4 $!;
• ./ /#( $) /# '*"**& ) "$1)  -$!
.-$+/$*) *0/ 4*0- -/$'.; ! 0.$)" 
'*"8 4*0 (4 .) /# )2. *- ("5$)
-/$'.8 *- .$(+'4 '**& !*- *)'$) )2. *-
("5$)-/$'.;
• /$&  +#*/*"-+# *- -2 ) *'*0- 
+$/0-*!4*0-!($'4;
• /$).&$/8/#!*''*2$)".).:A
EF -/$)"B"-/4*0-!-$).)/#-
2#)4*0(//#(
EF #++4!($'4
EF //$)"'*)"2$/#!-$).
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EF '+$)"-*0)/##*0.
EF **)$"#*0-.
E!F #++4*.$*)

#**.*)'4..$")()/!-*(/#!*''*2$)":
K; $.$//#*((0)$/4)/-*-*((0)$/4'0)-
4*0-#*(;
EF $)*0/.*(*!/#/$1$/$.)*0-..$)"
*-")$.$)'0$)"/#0-/$*)84)/$(;
EF $"#'$"#/ *) /$1$/4 *- *0-. 4*0 -
$)/-./$)%*$)$)";
L; $.$/*'$*./*-*'$)/-)-4*0-#*(;
EF $)*0/#*2/#*'$!!$-.)#'+4*0)
4*0-!($'4;
EF -$/*2)2#/4*0#1!*0)*0/;
M; $) *0/ *0/ /# .$)/=. *(($// $) 4*0-
)$"#*0-#**;
EF #)0(-.*!((-.$)/#*(($//;
EF # )(. *! /# $(+*-/)/ ((-. $) /#
*(($//;
EF -$/ *2) #*2 /# .$)/=. *(($//
.-1.4*0-)$"#*0-#**;
N; $) *0/ *0/ /# $"#*0-#** /# *)
#(*+-/$)"$)4*0-'*&*-.//;
EF #)0(-.*!((-.$)/#.#(;
EF # )(. *! /# $(+*-/)/ ((-. $) /#
*(($//;
EF -$/*2)#*2/#((-.#'+*))*/#-;


Cook


K; $.0..2$/#&'/#1)/".)$.1)/".
*! **&$)" !** E&$)"8 *$'$)"8 /-4$)"8 "-$''$)"8
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L;

M;
N;
O;

-*./$)"8 .$((-$)"8 ./($)"F ) /# $(+*-/)
*!')$/;
')8 **&8 .-1 ) '- 24  /2*A*0-. ('
!*- / './ /2* +*+'; # !*''*2$)" $.#. -
"$1) . .0""./$*).; *0 (4 +-*0 4*0- *2)
()082#$#(0./++-*14&'$)1);

EF $)*0-..
• (/$.#
E;"; .-(' "".8 .+"#//$
*'*")$.80--4F
• !$.#$.#
E;";!-$!$.#!$)"-.8!$.#''.*0+8!$.#
+*--$"F
• 1"/'$.#
E;"; 1"/' .'8 -*./ *-)8
1"/-$)+./F
EF..-/.
• "-A"-*--0$/*&/$'
• &++'*-0./-/-/
• -0$/-0('
• -.#!-0$/.'
• )).+'$/.0)
• < 0#A&0#=8.(''&.*-**&$.
&).-1#*/-$)&;
)*2 /# .$ -0'. *! .!/4 ) #4"$) $) /#
&$/#))/#-.*).!*-/#(;
$) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 .  #!
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+-..2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;


3 "'/(&*"" #'""' %"!,,
 ,+ #'%" ' 804
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Craftsman

#**. )4 /#- *! /# !*''*2$)" /$1$/$.; ) *! 2#$#
(0./*(+'/$)&'=.+-.);
K; &  (*' *0/ *! '4 ) !$- $/ $)  &$') $!
++-*+-$/;
L; &  *-/$1 -/$' !-*( )8 -!!$8 2**'8
'/#-8 2** *- )4 */#- .0./$/0/ (/-$'
++-*1$)1)4&';
M; .$")+-$)/*)!-$*-++-8;";.-)+-$)/$)"8
!-$+$)/8'$)*+-$)/8/;
N; &/*48+0++/*-(*'*!4*0-*2).$");
O; &*''"0.$)"1-$/4*!(/-$'.E;"'*/#8
!'/82**'F;
P; $)  )/0-' *%/ .0# .  +$ *! 2** *- 
./*)/#/#)$)/-./$)".#+;')8-18-0
*2) ) 1-)$.# $/8 /#) (*0)/ $/ /* (& )
*-)()/;
Q; )-/&+-*%/8"-2$/#&'8$)1*'1$)"/#
0. *!  +'./$ *- (/' *)./-0/$*) &$/;  #$"#
,0'$/4*!2*-&().#$+$.3+/;
R; *(+'/  +-*%/ $)  -!/ .0# . (-'$)"8
*-$"($8./-$)"2*-&8(-( 8++$-(#8+'./-
./.821$)"*-*/#--!/"-2$/#&';
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Cyclist


K; 2) *- #1 /# -"0'- 0. *!  $4' *! .0$/'
.$5!*-4*0-";
L; '/*(*0)/)$.(*0)/.!'4;
M; )-./) /# ) !*- &+$)" /# $4' $) 
-* 2*-/#4 *)$/$*)8 ) #'+ /* * /#$. !*- /#
$4'4*0*2)*-0.-"0'-'4;
N; '/*'))*$'$4';#*2#*2/*+0(+
0+/#/4-.*-()+0)/0-;
O; )-./) /# ) !*- &+$)"  $4' '*&
2#)'1$)"$/0)//);
P; #*2 &)*2'" *! /# +-*+- 0. *! .$")'. )
-0'.++'$'/*4'$./.../*0/$)/# $"#24
*$)/#/$*).!*-/#>*.-*)#'.?
)>3/-0'.!*-4'$./.?;
Q; )-./) /# ) !*- '$"#/. ) -!'/$1
'*/#$)"; $.0.. /# .!/4 (.0-. )..-4 !*-
-$$)"$)+**-'$"#/;
R; (*)./-//#/4*0)-$.!'4)*)!$)/'4
4 "*$)" !*-  .#*-/ -$ $)  .! +' 2$/# 4*0-
+& ) &'; ! /#$. $. )*/ +*..$'8 (&  1$*
-*-$)").#*2$//*&';


3 "'/ ',  '& &"(  *"%! ,  ,&'& ! 
"%!&)!'&0 !(!'&'&"%("('&04
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Entertainer

#**.)4/2**!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.;
K; ')8 -#-. !*- ) +-!*-( $)  ")" .#*28
*)-/*-)+-!*-();
L; -!*-( )4 /2* *! /# !*''*2$)" $/#- 4 4*0-.'!
*-+-!-'48$)"-*0+!*-4*0-+&:
EF $(*-.&$/
EF )E)4")-B*-)8!*'&*-/-$/$*)'F
EF /"  +0++/ *- .#*2 +'4 0.$)" +0++/.8
2#$#4*0#1(;
EF $)"+-*"-((*!.*)".8-*'.*-#4().;
EF '++'))+-!*-(.-$.*!("$/-$&.;
E!F &  .'/$*) *! .$(+' -#4/#( $)./-0()/.
)0./#(*(+)$()/.;
E"F '+ /* +') ) (& ) )/-/$)()/
-*-*)1$*;
E#F &+-/$)"4()./$$.+'4;
E$F )4*/#-.0$/'/$1$/4"-2$/#&';
M; $/#-:
EF $)*0/*0//#*/#-*0-..1$''//#
#**' *! # -/. EF ) #*2 4*0 ($"#/
2*-&/*2-.*0-.4*0(4$)/-./$);
EF $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $)
+-!*-($)" -/. E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 )
3+-$) -,0$-F ) 3+'$) 2#4 /#$.
+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;


Explorer
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K;

L;
M;
N;
O;


)*2 /# +-+-/$*). -,0$- !*-  *)A4
3+$/$*) /*  -0-' +-/ *! $)"+*- *- /* 0'0
$)8 ;"; *./8 *--/ '*/#$)"8 !**/2-8 !$-./ $
&$/8!**8/;
& +-/ $) /2* 0 *0/ 3+$/$*). *0/**-.8
*) *! 2#$# .#*0' $)'0  #$& *! / './ KJ
&$'*(/-.;
0$' ) '$"#/  !$- *0/**-. ) 0. $/ /* (& 
#*/-$)&;
0$'.$(+'.#'/-;
$) 4*0- 24 '*)"  -*0/ *! / './ K &$'*(/-
0.$)"*)*!/#!*''*2$)"(/#*.:*(+..8(+.8
')(-&.8/-&$)".$").8'0.)*.;

First Aider

*(+0'.*-4-,0$-()/!*-/#&'2-
K;
*2/*+&./)-K./$ $/
L; )*2 /# '$($/. *! !$-./ $ ) 2#)  !$-./A$-
2*0')/*"/0'/#'+;
M; )*2#*2/**)/-*''$)"4$-/+-..0-*)
2*0);
N; )*2/#$(+*-/)*!')'$)..).#*2#*2/*
-.. ($)*- 0/. ) "-5. 2$/# "05 )  -*''-
)"9++'4)-(*1#.$1-..$)".;
O; (*)./-/ /# 0. *!  /-$)"0'- )" . )
-(.'$)"8&))#)";
P; )*2#*2/*/-/0-).).'.)#*2/*+0/
*0/0-)$)"'*/#$)";
Q; )*2 #*2 /* /-/  2.+ *-  ./$)" ) #*2 /*
-(*1.+'$)/-;
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R;



1 &)*2'" *! -$*+0'(*)-4 -.0.$//$*)
EF ) 2#- +*..$' (*)./-/ /#$. (/#*
40.*!()),0$)*-*/#-++-*1$;
S; (*)./-/#*2/*(&+/$)/*(!*-/';

Fisherman


K; $.0.. /# +-1)/$*) *! ) /-/()/ !*- /#
!*''*2$)"/#/*0'*0-2#$'!$.#$)":
• 0/.).-/#.8
•
4+*/#-($8
• #4-/$*)8
•
/3#0./$*)8#/./-*&8
• ).0)0-);
L; 3+'$)#*2/*.!'4-(*1#**&/#/#.'*"
$)4*0--(;
M; -2 /2* $!!-)/ /4+. *! !$.#$)" -*. ) -'.8
'' /# +-/. ) 3+'$) #*2 ) 2#) #
2*0'0.;
N; (*)./-/ #*2 /* /$ )4 /2* *! /# !*''*2$)"
&)*/.)"$1)3(+'*!#*2/#&)*/$.0.$)
!$.#$)":
• '$)#8
• '*(-8
• 0-/'8
• '**'**+E--'&)*/F8
• *0'.0-"*)=.'**+;
O; ( ) $)/$!4 !$1 .$ -/$!$$' '0-. ) !$1
)/0-' $/. ) 3+'$) #*2 /* !$.# 2$/# /#(;
3+'$)2#4$/!$.#.-)*//*-'.;
P; )*2 /# /. *! /# *).**) ..*) E*! /#
0--)/4-F;
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Q;



)*2/#)(.)$)/$!4/'./M/4+.*!!$.#
.*'$)/#'*'(-&/;
R; +  '*"**& *1-  +-$* *! /#- (*)/#. *!
!$.#$)" /-$+. 0)-/&)8 (&$)"  -*- *! 2/-
*)$/$*).8 2/#-8 2$) $-/$*) ) .+8
.+$. ) )0(-. *! !$.# 0"#/ ) $/. 2#$#
+-*1.0..!0';

Gardener


K; **)*!/#!*''*2$)":A
EF **& !/-  +/# *! "-)8 &)*2 2#/ /**'.
-))#*2/*0.)'**&!/-/#(;
EF -*2 .*(/#$)" $) 4*0- "-) .0$/' !*- /#
/$(*!4-;
EF -*2  1-$/4 *! +')/. $)**-. ) &)*2 /#
*)$/$*).0)-2#$#/#4(0./&+/;
L; #**.)4/2**!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
EF -*2 1"/'. *- !'*2-. !-*( .9 &)*2
#*2/*+$&*0/)/-).+')//#.'$)".$)/*
+'*/;
EF )*2 *0/ /# #5-. /* +')/. ) !'*2-.
E;"; $...8 +./.F ) 0)-./) /#/
+-1)//$1 (.0-. )  /&) ) 2#/
)*)/*$"-*2/#;
EF )*2#*2/*./*-1"/'.)#*2'*)"/#4
(4./*-;
EF #*2#*2/*+-+-!'*2-.!*-$.+'4;
EF &*(+*./#+;
E!F --4*0/.*$'/./0.$)"./)-/./&$/;
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E"F
E#F
E$F
E%F
E&F

'+ +') ) +')/  -*&4 "-)8  !-) *-
#-"-)8#-*0.*--8#)"$)".&/8
"-)/08/;
'+ ($)/$)  '2) ) 0)-./) 2#4 $/
).*)./)///)/$*);
0$'  *(+*./ $) ) ($)/$) $/ !*- /2*
(*)/#.;
0$'  1-($+*./ $) E2*-( *(+*./ $)F )
($)/$)$/!*-/2*(*)/#.;
0$'  #4-*+*)$ "-) *)/$)$)" /#-
1"/'.*-#-8*-/#-*-)()/'+')/.;
$)/$) /#$. "-) /#-*0"# #-1./ *-
!'*2-$)";


3 "'/   "(! "'!&'  %'' &&( , '
!#"% ! !'% * $(, "% ' %!%
%"!,04


Handyman


K; (*)./-/ /# .! 0. *! /**'. ) #*2 /* /&
- *! /**'. .0# . #((-8 .28 .-2-$1-8
.+))-)+'$-.;
L; (*)./-/ #*2 /* +-+- ) +$)/  1-/$'
.0-! 2$/#  +$)/-0.#8 -*''- *- + ) .#*2
#*2/*')/#(;
M; .$"))*)./-0/)4/2**!/#!*''*2$)":
EF )./$)"*3*-2$)*2*3
EF *3!*-./*-$)"/**'.8+)$'.8/+.8/
EF -&!*-&4.8(0".*-*/.
EF **&).*-**&./)
EF .#*-&
E!F */$*-!*-(+
E"F //-#*'-
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E#F *2'-$'
N; )4*/#-.0$/'/$1$/4"-2$/#&';


Hobbiest




K; 3+'$)#*2)""$)"$)/$1$/$.-'//*#*4
)"**!*-4*0;
L; #*2.0./$)$)/-./$)/'.//2*#*$.!*-
/'.//#-(*)/#.;
M; +'*"*!#*24*0+0-.04*0-#*48.-$$)"
/# ,0$+()/8 (/-$'. ) &"-*0)
$)!*-(/$*)4*0#10.;
N; $.0.. 2$/# &' #*2 4*0 +') /* 1'*+ 4*0-
#*4*-.&$''$)/#!0/0-;
O; *)0/  .#*2 ) /'' ...$*) *! )4 *) *! 4*0-
#*.) #*$.8 .#-$)" 2$/# */#- 0. #*2 4*0
2- $)/-*0 /* /# #*4 ) /# '..*). 4*0
#1'-)/!-*()""$)"$)/$1$/$.-'//*/#
#*4;

Journalist

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $) %*0-)'$.(
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;
L; 3+'$)/#$!!-)/2)!/)*+$)$*);
M; 3+'$) /# /-(. '$'8 .')-8 !(/$*)8 !$-
*(()/ ) -$/$$.(8 +0'$ !$"0-8 +-$148 )
('$;
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N; *$/#-*-:
;    
• '$+8-)*(+-./*-4*0//#
.(1)/!-*()/$*)')2.++-8
)2. ("5$)8 ) $)/-)/$*)'
)2.++- E*)'$)F *- */#- *)'$)
.*0-
• .-$ #*2 !$- ) 0-/ /#
./*-$. - $) +-.)/$)" $!!-)/ +*$)/.
*! 1$2; '' #*2 # .*0- #)'
/# ./*-4 $!!-)/'48 +)$)" *) $/.
+0-+*.*-("5$);
• $.$/)2.++-*-("5$)*!!$;.&
!*-  /*0- *! /# 1-$*0. $1$.$*).
E$/*-$'80.$)..8)+-$)/$)"F;0-$)"
4*0-/*0-8$)/-1$2-+*-/-8$/*-*-
+#*/*"-+#- *0/ 2#/ (&. 
>"**?)2.++-*-("5$);
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;       
• /#  '*' ) )/$*)' )/2*-&
)2../8 '$./) /*  -$* )2../8 *-
1$2-*./)2..*0-*)'$);
•
$./ /# $!!-)/ )2. $/(. )
!/0-. +-.)/8 /# $!!-)/
'()/. 0.8 ) /# /$( $) ($)0/.
) .*). ) /# *)'$) .+
1*//*#./*-4;
• *(+- /# ./*-4 '$./. ) $.0..
2#/#-/#./*-$.-!$-)0-/;
3+'$) 2#4 $!!-)/ )2. *0/'/.
/-/ /# ./*-$. $!!-)/'4 )@*-
+-.)/$!!-)/+*$)/*!1$2;
• $.$/-$**-/'1$.$*).//$*);.&!*-
 /*0- *! /# 1-$*0. +-/()/.
-'/ /* )2. -*./.; 0-$)" 4*0-
/*0-8 $)/-1$2 /# .//$*) ()"- *-
*/#- )2. ./!! *0/ 2#/ (&. 
>"**? .//$*); ! +*..$'8 "* 2$/# 
-+*-/-/**1-.)2.1)/;
O; **)*!/#!*''*2$)":
EF //)  *0/$)" 1)/ ) 2-$/  LJJA2*-
-/$' E!/0- *- #- )2.F *0/ /# 1)/;
. $/#- /# $)1-/ +4-($ ./4' *-
#-*)*'*"$'./4';1$2/#-/$'2$/#&'8
/#) .0($/ $/ /* 4*0- +& )2.++- *-
*((0)$/4)2.'//-!*-*).$-/$*);
EF &  .-$. *! +#*/*"-+#. /* #'+ /'' /#
./*-4 *! /# 1)/ $) +$/0-.; )'0 )2.
+#*/*.)!/0-+#*/*.$)4*0-+-.)//$*);
-$/  -$! .4)*+.$. *! /# 1)/ . 2'' .
+/$*).!*-4*0-+#*/*.;
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EF )/-1$2 .*(*) $) 4*0- *((0)$/4 2#* $.
$)!'0)/$' 0. *! #$. *- #- '-.#$+8
/')/8 --8 *- '$! 3+-$). /#) 2-$/ 
-+*-/*0//#$.+-.*);

Live Saver


K;
*'/#2$((-E$'1-F-*!$$)4";
L; 2$( KJ (/-. *)/$)0*0.'4 $) )4 -*")$.
./-*&;
M; 2$( LO (/-. 4 )4 ./-*& */#- /#) /#
&./-*&8 0.$)" 4*0- '". *)'48 ) LO (/-. *)
/#&8.#*2$)"$'$/4/*#)"$-/$*)'!/)
-$"#/; 0-$)" /# .2$( *) /# &8 4*0- -(. (0./
!*'*)/##./9/#!0''$./)*!OJ(/-.
(0./  *) 2$/#*0/ +0. . *) *)/$)0*0.
.2$(;*0(0./2-.#$-/).#*-/.!*-/#$././;
N; 3+'$)/#!*''*2$)":
• *((*) -*2)$)" .$/0/$*). ) #*2 /*
+-1)//#(;
•
*2 /* $)/$!4 +-.*). $) /# 2/- 2#*
)..$./);
• #*--*!(/#*.$)2/--.0;
•
*2-.0(/#*.1-4+)$)"*)/#
.//$)" ) /# *)$/$*) *! /# +-.*)
)$)"..$./);
• $/0/$*). !*- 2#$# $)A2/- -.0. .#*0'
)*/0)-/&);
O; 3+'$)#*2/*.+!-*(1$/$(=."-.+*)4*0-
2-$./2#$'//(+/$)"-.0$)+2/-;
P; (*)./-/ *--/'4 /# (*0/#A/*A(*0/# 3+$-
$--.0.$//$*);
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Q; #*2#*2/*-#*0//*)*)A.2$((-!'')$)/*
2/-0.$)"/'.//2*)*)A$-/*)//(/#*.
*!-.0; $.//'./!$1.$2/-.!/4-0'.;

"'/ 4 && * % ' 9 "% )% *%
3!#"% *
!  , 1 !#"% #"%'& "(! 1
*
! %& &&"'"!4 "*& + #'"! %" 
' &5'"70

4 && &)! 5. 6. 7 *%& "% %
3!#"%  )! "',4 * $(, "% '  )%
%"!,0


Linguist


K; '/*-"$1)+.."!'0)/'4)'
/* ).2- ,0./$*). *) $/ $) 4*0- .*) *- !*-$")
')"0";
L; '/*.+&$)4*0-.*)*-!*-$")')"0"
!*-/)($)0/.*))4/*+$#*.)4&';
M; -$/'//-*!/'./KJJ2*-.$)4*0-.*)*-
!*-$")')"0";
N; $)*0/*0/--*++*-/0)$/4.)$)/-+-/*-
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;
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Local Historian

#**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
K; &  '*"A *- .-+**& /* $.0.. 2#/ 4*0 #1
!*0)*0/*0/;
• *(*) !(*0. 2#* '$1 $) *- )- 4*0-
)$"#*0-#**
• $.$/ ) !$) *0/ *0/  !(*0. *'
0$'$)"8 (*)0()/ *- */#- +' *!
#$./*-$'$)/-./;
L; *''/ +$/0-. ) !$) *0/ /# ()$)" *! 4*0-
$./-$/ " ) /# $)"+*- */ *! -(.; ''
&' *0/ .*( *! /# +'. 4*0 #1 .) /#
*/*!-(.$)"$.+'4;
M; &1$**-0$*-*-$)"*!)$)/-1$24*0
*)0/ 2$/# .*(*) 2#* #. '$1 $) 4*0-
)$"#*0-#** !*-  '*)" /$( ) !$) *0/ *0/
2#/ /#4 $ / 4*0- "8 ) 2#/ #)". /#4
#1.)$)4*0-)$"#*0-#***1-/#4-.;
N; #**. /2* $!!-)/ '*/$*). $) 4*0-
)$"#*0-#** .0# .  -*8 +-&8 !$'8 #$''8 '&8
./-(.)!$)*0/#*2/#4"*//#$-)(.;
O; -2  (+ *! 4*0- - ) (-& *) $/ +'. *!
#$./*-$'$)/-./!*-1$.$/*-.;
P; **).#*-/2'&2$/#&').*(0*0/.
-*0)4*0-)$"#*0-#**)$.0..'*'+*$)/.
*!#$./*-$'$)/-./;


Map Reader
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#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
K; )-./) /# +-$)$+' .$"). ) .4(*'. 0. *)
 K:OJ JJJ .' -)) 0-14 *- *+*"-+#$'
+ *! $)"+*-; 3+'$) #*2 / './ !*0- 2''A
&)*2)'*'!/0-.*!4*0-#*$--+-.)/
*)/#(+;
L; (*)./-/#*2/*0.*(+..)./(+;
M; 3+'$) #*2 /* 0. /# /*+*"-+#$' (+ ) /#
+ -$ !-) EF 4 .//$)" /# PA$"$/
 *! # $)"+*- *0/ ..*$/$*) ) /# PA
$"$/*!4*0-#*(;
N; &.'(*'*!)RJA(/-#$''B.#*2$)"/#
*)/*0-'4-./-"0'-$)/-1'.;
O; .-$ 2#/ 4*0 2*0' . '*)"  O &$'*(/-
./-/#*!-*./4&'*)K:OJJJJ-))
0-14*-*+*"-+#$'(+;
P; (*)./-/ #*2 /* 0.  '*' ./-/ $-/*-4 4
!$)$)"/'.//#-+'.*!$)/-./.;


Musician


K; 3+'$)/#()$)".*!*((*)(0.$'/-(.)
(%*-.4(*'.*)(0.$'.*-;
L; $)"*-+'4E2$/#(0.$'$)./-0()/F/2*.*)".*-
/2*+$.*!4*0-#*$2#$#.#*2$!!-)/./4'.
*-/(+*.;
M; #**.)4/2**!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
EF $"#/ -  .$(+' +$ *! (0.$ #*.) 4
&';
EF (*)./-/ .*( (0.$' 3-$..8 2#$#
$(+-*14*0-+'4$)").$)"$)";
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EF ( /# +-/ *! 4*0- (0.$' $)./-0()/ *-
&)*2#*24*0-1*$2*-&.;
EF )*2#*2/*'**&!/-4*0-$)./-0()/*-1*$;
EF '+ *0/ /# -#4/#( *! /#- +$. +'4 4
&';
E!F $./)/*+$*!(0.$))(.*(*!/#
(0.$'$)./-0()/.#-;
E"F )*2 /# ./*-4'$) *! ) *+-8 ''/ *- !*'&
.*)";
N; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $) (0.$
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;

My Faith


K; *''/ *1-  +-$* *! /#- (*)/#.8 '' 4*0 )
*0/ $)"  ((- *! 4*0- -'$"$*0. !$/#; #
*''/$*) )   .-+**& *- '*"8 2#$# (4
$)'0+$/0-.8+#*/*"-+#.81$*.8/;*-(4
*! )4/#$)" /* * 2$/# /# '$! / 4*0- +' *!
2*-.#$+; !*- 4*0 ./-/ (&$)"  $.$*)8 /'&
*0/$/2$/#&'8.*(*)#*()/4*0-+'
*!2*-.#$+;*0($"#/$)'0:
EF $/0-. *! $(+*-/)/ *%/. / 4*0- +' *!
2*-.#$+
EF *-$)".*!!1*0-$/-'$"$*0..*)".
EF (.*!+*+')2#//#4*/4*0-+'
*!2*-.#$+
EF )!*-(/$*) *0/ .+$' -'$"$*0. !./$1'. @
'-/$*).
EF /*-$. 4*0 #1 #- *- - !-*( 4*0-
-'$"$*0.**&E.F
E!F *(*!4*0-!1*0-$/+-4-.
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E"F -*-*!)4.+$'/$1$/4/#/4*0/&+-/
$)8/4*0-+'*!2*-.#$+
E#F 4.$)2#$#4*0#1#'+*/#-.
E$F )4*/#-.0$/'/$1$/4"-2$/#&'
L; #) 4*0 #1 !$)$.# 4*0- *''/$*) .#*2 $/ /*
4*0- '$"$*0. -; '' #$(@#- *0/ '' 4*0
#1 *) !*- /#$. "; / #$(@#- /* )*-.
4*0-.-+**&*-'*";

Naturalist

#**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
K; &  .0-14 *!  )/0- -.-1 *- +-& - )
'/*$)/$!4/'./.$3.+$.*!2$'!'*2-.8
"-...*-!-).;
L; +  -*- *! $-. 4*0 #1 .+*// *1- *)
2&)'/*$)/$!4/'./.$32$'$-.;
M; &  .0-14 *!  +*)8 -$1-8 ./-( *- ..#*-
)  ' /* $)/$!4 .*( )$('8 $)./ *- +')/
'$!4*0!$);
N; 3+'*-/#$)./'$!*!+-/$0'--)'
/*$)/$!4.*(*!/#/4+.*!$)./.4*0!$);
O; )/$!4 .$3 $!!-)/ /-. *- .#-0. !-*( /#$-
'1.8.#+8!-0$/*-)0/.)(&-&-0$)";
P; )/$!4 .$3 0//-!'$. ) *- (*/#. ) /'& /* /#
3($)-*0//#$-'$!4';

3 "'/  "(! "'!&' 1 !'" ""&' 1 !)%"! !'&' 1
%!'""&'  %'' * $(, "% ' '(%&'
%"!,04
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Navigator

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
K; * !*-  2'& *- - %*0-)4 2$/# ) 0'/ -*0)
4*0- '*' -8 /#) "$1 &'  ./ *! $)./-0/$*).
!*-/#%*0-)40.$)")4*!/#!*''*2$)"(/#*.*!
)1$"/$*)
EF -$//)$-/$*).
EF 0$*-*-.//$*).
EF *.$").
EF -&$)".$").
L; $)  )0(- *! -*0/. /2) /2* "$1) +'.
)#**./#(*./+-/$').!!*-'$)*-
+#4.$''4 #)$++ +-.*); 3+'$) 4*0- #*$
)/''&'2#/*0'*)/*(&/#-*0/
.!-;
M; 4 -2$)"  (+8 $-/ .*(*) !-*( 4*0-
(/$)" /*  '*' -$'24 *- 0. .//$*)8 #*.+$/'8
*/*-*-+*./*!!$;
N; .$)"  '*' ./-/ $-/*-48 !$) -/$) -*. )
+'.*!$)/-./.-,0./4&';
O;
'+ /* +') ) 30/  -.0- 0)/ /$1$/4
0.$)" '0.8 $-/$*). ) .$"). /* -#  .-/
./$)/$*)!*-4*0-+&;

Optimist

-")$.4/$*)'$'$)")/-

#$)"+*-*0/..*$/$*)2*-&.2$/#/**)0/
/#!*''*2$)"*0-..+-$*$''4*)();
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'%$/
*': * +-*1$ 0 *0/. 2$/# .$ .&$''. )..-4 /*
.!'4)%*4)1'*+/#$-+*/)/$'$).$'$)";
K; '/*.2$(OJ(/-.2$/#/#$*!'$!A1./;
L; //)'/0-*)/#!*''*2$)"/*+$.:
EF )/-*0/$*)/*.$'$)"
EF -/.*!/#+/$($./*/
EF !/4+-0/$*).
EF $""$)"@A-$""$)"
EF *$)/.*!.$'.
E!F &$)"@4$)"
E"F 1A/*
E#F +.$5(*)./-/$*)G-$''
E$F .$-0'.*!/#.
E%F *+2*-&
E&F //$)"*0/*!$-*).
E'F /#-@$@0--)/
E(F )/-*0/$*)/*-$)"'G0."*0-.
E)F 0)#$)"@*1-4

 "+'
*':*)#)0*0/.$'*-.=$)$1$0'.$'$)"$'$/$.;
//)'/0-*)/#!*''*2$)"/*+$.:
EF $""$)"@A-$""$)"
EF *+2*-&
EF (-")$.
EF $)"/#2$)
EF $'/-$(($)"
E!F )*-/-.
E"F 0)#$)"@*1-4

%"
*': * ($)/$) ) (*)$/*- /# .$'$)" #$./*-4 *! '' 0
*0/.$'*-.;
//)'/0-*)/#!*''*2$)"/*+$.:
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EF */#)'$)"
EF *//0)$)"
EF $)"-0'.
EF #'()/.
EF $)"@/$.
E!F /-/.@$)$.#.
 0 *0/ 2#* *(+'/. )4 *! /# *1 *0-.. 2$''
-$1-/$!$/)"/#-*0"#/#$)"+*-*0/
..*$/$*);


Photographer

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:
K; 3+'$)#*2/#!*''*2$)"'()/.)/-(.!!/
/#,0'$/4*!/#+$/0-:
EF $"#/C)/0-''$"#/@($)/8!'.#
EF 3+*.0-C+-/0- E!A./*+.F8 .#0//- .+8
+/#*!!$'
EF *(+*.$/$*) B -0' *! /#$-.8 '$)" '$).8
!-($)"8+/#
EF )"'*!1$2
EF ))$)".#*/
E!F /*++$)"/$*)
L; 3+'$) /# .$ +-/. ) *+-/$*) *!  !$'(
(- *- $"$/' (-8 ) #*2 ) 3+*.0- $.
(2#)4*0/&+$/0-;
M; $.0.. 2$/# &' /# $!!-). /2)  !$'(
(- )  $"$/' (- 4 '$./$)" / './ !$1
1)/". ) !$1 $.1)/". *! 0.$)"  $"$/'
(-.*(+-/*0.$)"!$'((-;
N; -*0  +#*/* ./*-4 0.$)" /# +#*/*%*0-)'$./$
/#)$,0 *! *0()/$)" ) 1)/8 /#) .'/
/2'1 +#*/*"-+#.8 /#) (*0)/ /# +-$)/. *) 
+*./- *- ) --)" /#( $) *--; ! 4*0 -
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0.$)"$"$/'$(".84*0(4-/.'$.#*2*)
4*0- *(+0/- *- +-*0 +-$)/*0/. !*- 4*0- +*./-
*-;#-4*0-+#*/*./*-42$/#4*0-+&;
O; #**.  /*+$ *- /#( /#/ $)/-./. 4*0 /*
+#*/*"-+# !*- ) 3#$$/ *- $.+'4; #**. /2'1
*! 4*0- !1*0-$/ $(". ) (*0)/ /# +-$)/. *) 
+*./-*-; !4*0-0.$)"$"$/'$(".84*0(4
-/  .'$ .#*2 *) 4*0- *(+0/- *- +-*0
+-$)/*0/. !*- 4*0- +*./- *-; #- 4*0- $.+'4
2$/#4*0-+&;
P; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $) +#*/*"-+#4
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;
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Responsible Gamer




K; .-$ /# $!!-)/ -/$)". "$1) /* 1$* "(.
) 3+'$) 2#4 $/ $. $(+*-/)/ !*- 1$* "(. /*
#1-/$)";
L; -/  +-.*)' .#0' !*- "($)" -.+*).$'4
E$)'0$)"/$(!*-#*(2*-&8.'!./048#'+$)"*0/
2$/##*0.#*'#*-.8.+*-/.)1$*"($)"F)
!*''*2 $/ '*.'4 !*-  (*)/#; 1 4*0- +-)/ .$")
/*-/$!4/#/4*0--.+*).$'"(-;
M; -)/*+'4)21$*"(E"((0./"
++-*+-$/)++-*14/#+-)/@"0-$)*-
&'F ) .-$ /# $!!$0'/$. 4*0 )*0)/-
$)'1''$)"0+*-/#'..*).4*0#1'-)//#-*0"#
+'4$)"/#"(;

Road Safety

$/#-

K; //))/&+-/$)/##''-!!$(.//#
*!/4-&;
EF )/$!4/'.//)/-!!$.$").;
EF )*2 #*2 /* #1 .  +./-$)8 4'$./ *-
-$1-;
EF )*2 #*2 /* 2'& .!'4 *) -*. 2$/# )*
!**/+/#. ) &)*2'" *! /# 0).! G
$.*0-/*0./.;
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EF

)*2 #*2 /* -*.. /# -* .!'4 ) #*2 /*
0.5-A-*..$)")-$'24A-*..$)".;
EF )*2/#)"-.*!-*..$)"/#-*;


*''*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:

L; (*)./-//#0.*!+0'$/'+#*))&)*2
#*2/*(&)(-")4/'+#*)'';
M; )*2#*2/*#1.!'4.+..)"-$)-;
N; &  +*./- /* +-*(*/ -* .!/4 /*
+./-$).;
O; -.*)'..$")()/.:A
• -2.&/#(+*!-*2$/#/'./L
/-!!$ .$"). *- .$")'.; ( /# -* )
.$")'.*-.$").0.)2#4/#4-0.;
•
+  .-+ **& *! $)/ -/$'. )
+#*/*"-+#- +0'$.# $)  '*'
)2.++-;


Robotics Engineer

#**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; $) *0/ *0/  -- *++*-/0)$/4 $) -**/$.
E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"8 ) 3+-$) -,0$-F )
3+'$)2#4/#$.+-*!..$*)($"#/$)/-./4*0;
L; $)*0//#!*''*2$)"*0//#-**/$.$)0./-4:
• # &$). *! /#$)". -**/. ) * ) #*2
-**/.-./0./*4;
• # .$($'-$/$. ) $!!-). /2)
-(*/ *)/-*' 1#$'.8 /'-**/.8 )
0/*)*(*0.-**/.;
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#- $!!-)/ (/#*. -**/. (*1 */#-
/#) 2#'. *- /-&.; .-$ 2#) $/
2*0'++-*+-$//*0.#(/#*;
M; .-$ /#- *! /# !$1 (%*- !$'. *! -**/$.
E#0()A-**/ $)/-!8 (*$'$/48 ()$+0'/$*)8
+-*"-(($)"8 .).*-.F ) /#$- $(+*-/) /*
-**/$. 1'*+()/; $) +$/0-. *- / './ *)
1$*/*$4*0-.-$+/$*);
N; .$")80$')./:
EF #**./.&!*-/#-**/*--**/$.0.4./(
/#/ 4*0 +') /* 0$'; )'0 .).*- !&
) +-*"-(($)" $) /# /.&; *0()/ /#$.
$)!*-(/$*)$)4*0--**/A)"$)-$)")*/**&;
EF .$") 4*0- -**/; # -**/ .$") .#*0' 0.
.).*-. ) +-*"-(($)" ) #1 / './ L
"-. *! !-*(; *0()/ /# .$") $)
4*0--**/A)"$)-$)")*/**&0.$)"-2$)".
)2-$//).-$+/$*);
EF 0$')+-*"-(-**/*--**/$.0.4./(
*!4*0-*-$"$)'.$")/**(+'$.#/#/.&4*0
2-*/$)/.&N;/#)$)'0*!/#!*''*2$)"$)
4*0--**/A)"$)-$)")*/**&:
• .(+'*!4*0-+-*"-(=..*0-*
•  !'*2 #-/ *! /# .$- ./+. /*
+-*"-( 4*0- -**/ !*- *(+'$.#$)"
/#/.&;
EF ./ 4*0- -**/ ) -*- /# -.0'/. $) 4*0-
-**/A)"$)-$)")*/**&; )'0.0""./$*).
*)#*24*0*0'$(+-*14*0--**/8.2''.
+$/0-.*-.&/#.*!4*0-!$)$.#-**/;
•



Scientist
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#**.)4/2**!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.!-*(#./$*)
E!*0- $) /*/'F ) (*)./-/ /# 3+-$()/ /* &'8
3+'$)$)")4*)'0.$*).4*0#1(;*0(4*)0/
*/#-3+-$()/."-2$/#&';

.( "%'"
K; &  .$(+' .2$/# !-*( #*0.#*' $/(. )
(*)./-/ #*2 $/ )  0. /* *)/-*'  '$"#/
0')//-4;
L; (*)./-/ /#/ '/-$' 0--)/. +-*0
(")/$8 #($' ) #/$)" !!/.8 ) 3+'$)
#*2$/#++).;
M; #*2/#/#*/$--$..;
N; & ) -/$!$$' -$)*2 4 .+'$//$)" 0+  ( *!
2#$/'$"#/;
O; &+$)A#*'(-)0)-./)+-$)$+'.*!
*+-/$*)8;";.$5*!#*';
P; &  .$(+' *(+.. ) .#*2 /# !!/. *!
(/''$)(")/$(/-$'.0+*)$/;
Q; &  .$(+' +-$.*+ ) 3+'$) #*2 '$"#/ $.
-!'/!-*(/#*%/$)/*4*0-4;

 + $%'"
K; &.*(4*"0-/)!$)*0/2#//4+*!/-$
$)1*'1$)/#+-*..)#*2;
L; -*2  +')/ ) $)1./$"/ 2#/ #++). 2#)
'$"#/)2/--3'0!-*($/;
M; .  )/ ) %- /* !$) *0/ #*2 ()4 $!!-)/
-/0-.'$1$)/#2/-//#"*!+*);
N; / 0+  2*-(-4 *- )/ *'*)4 ) -*- /$1$/4
*1-!22&.;
O; -*2  ); #) /# -**/ ) .#**/ - 1$.$'8
$)1./$"/ 2#/ #++). 2#)  . $. /0-)
0+.$*2))'!//**)/$)0"-*2$)";
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P; *''/ .. !-*( 1-$*0. +')/. ) $.*1- #*2
/#.-+-*//)$.+-.;

Skater




K; 2)E*-#10.F$)A'$).&/.*-.&/*-!*-
/'.//#-(*)/#.;
L; )*2 .*( .!/4 -0' -"-$)" .&/$)" *)  -*
) $) */#- +0'$ +'.; #*2 2#/ '*/#$)" )
+-*//$1 ,0$+()/ E#'(/8 &) +.8 '*2
+.8/F$.++-*+-$/!*-/##*.)/$1$/4;
M; #*2#*2/*./-/8./*+)/0-).!'4;
N; #*2#*2/*!''.!'4)-"$)');

Sportsman


K; #*2"**.+*-/.().#$+$)''"(.).+*-/.$)
2#$# 4*0 /& +-/; $.0.. 2$/# &' 2#4 /#$. $.
$(+*-/)/;
L; '/*/''&'/#$(.)-0'.*!/2*.+*-/.
E$)$1$0' *- /(8 $)**- *- *0/**-F8 ;"; -0"48
.*-8 -$&/8 #*&48 -*0)-.8 ,0./-$)8 %0*8
-#-48 .&/''8 /))$.8 ($)/*)8 .,0.#8
"4()./$.8 "*'!8 .)**&-8 /)A+$) *2'$)"8 /'
/))$.8 /#'/$. *- )4 */#- .0$/' .+*-/;
)*2'" *!  %0)$*- 1-.$*) .+*-/ .0# . ($)$A
-0"4*-($)$A/))$.8/;$.+/';
M; #*2-.*)'+-*!$$)4)/&+-//$1'4$)
/ './ *) *! /# *1 .+*-/. *)  -"0'- .$.
*1-+-$**!/#-(*)/#.;
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N; #*2 /#/ 4*0 &)*2 /# ,0$+()/ ) '*/#$)"
)..-4!*-/#.+*-/.'/$)+-/M)3+'$)
#*2/*'**&!/-$/;
O; ''/#3($)-2#//-$)$)")+-+-/$*)4*0
/& +-/ $) !*- 4*0- #*.) .+*-/ ) 2#) 4*0
+-/$;
P; $)*0/*0/2#//4+$'4$.'$&../0)/
*! /# $)"+*- +*-/. #**' /-$)$)" /*  )
/#'/*!/#.+*-/*!4*0-#*$;

Swimmer

 
-!*-(/#!*''*2$)"?
K; %0(+*-$1!-*(/#.$*!/#.2$(($)"+**';
L; -/#$)"3-$..;
M; -*)/"'$;
N; &"'$;
O; -*)/+'KJ(/-.;
P; &+'KJ(/-.;
Q; &./-*&8 2$/#*0/ /# 0. *! -(.8 #). *) #$+.8
KJ(/-.;
R; LO (/-. *! $/#- &./-*&8 !-*)/ -2' *- &
-2';
S; )*2 /# 2/- .!/4 -0'. ) 2#- $/ $. .! /*
.2$('*''4;

 
-!*-(/#!*''*2$)":
K; -2/-!*-K($)0/$)1-/$'+*.$/$*);
L; .0-!$1/*/*0#/#*//*(2$/#*/##).
$)/'./.#*0'-+/#2/-;
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M; 0.#-**(!'*/!*-O.*).;
N; 2$( -*.. /# 2$/# *! /# +**' .$)" )4 !-*)/
./-*&;//##'!24(-&/0-)*1-*)/*/#&
) !$)$.# /# $./) *) )4 & ./-*& *! 4*0-
#*$;
O; '0)"E$1)"'$F.!-.+*..$';
P; *(()$)"2$/#/#++-*+-$/-$)"./-/8.2$(
LO(/-.!-*)/*-&-2';
Q; *(()$)"2$/#/#++-*+-$/-$)"./-/8.2$(
LO(/-.-./*-0//-!'4./-*&;


3 "'/$(% !'&5'"8'"#%"% **%!
2&%'!&"%'"%#, &04

 
-!*-(/#!*''*2$)" /#*--./*0/:
K; #- +*..$'8 -.. $) A.#$-/ ) .#*-/ *-
+4%(.8)/-/#2/-!-*(/#.$*!/#+**'4
./-'*-/0&%0(+8.2$(NO(/-.)-(*1
/#A.#$-/).#*-/.*-+4%(.2#$'&+$)"#
*1/#2/-.0-!;
L; -2/-!*-L($)0/.$)1-/$'+*.$/$*);
M; .$)" )4 !'*/$)" *%/ !*- .0++*-/8 /& 0+ )
#*' /# / 3+*.0- ..)$)" *.$/$*)$)"
E ;; ;;F!*-L($)0/.;
N; 2$( NJJ (/-.8 .0-! $1$)" *) 0-$)" /#
.2$(8 ) .2$(($)" / './ O (/-. *(+'/'4
.0(-";
O; '$(*0/!-*(+2/-2$/#*0/..$./)*-/#
0.*!./+.;
P; 2$( LO (/-. /* /# .#''*2 ) ) /*2 
*).$*0..0'/4*)!'*/&/*./-/+*$)/;

3 "'/ && * % ' 8 3%"!-4. 9 3)%4 "% :
3"4 3!#"% *
!  , 1 !#"% #"%'&
"(!1*
!%&&&"'"!4*$(,"%'
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%&#') %"!-. )% ! " *
04


% %"!,

World Faiths

$/#/##'+*!&'*$/#--,0$-()/.KEF*-EF)
-,0$-()/.L)M;
K; **)*!/#!*''*2$)":A
EF &--)"()/.2$/#)*/#-0*0/2#*
'*)". /*  !$/# *- )*($)/$*) */#- /#)
4*0-*2))1$.$/#$.*-#-+'*!2*-.#$+/*
!$)*0/.*($)!*-(/$*)*0//#0$'$)"8$/.
*)/)/. ) /# !*-( *! 2*-.#$+ +-!*-(
/#-;
EF $.0..2$/#)*/#-0*0/2#*'*)"./*
!$/# *- )*($)/$*) */#- /#) 4*0- *2) )
$.*1-#*2/#4+0//#$-!$/#$)/*+-/$$)
/#$-$'4'$!;
L; $) *0/ *0/  !$/# */#- /#) 4*0- *2) ) /''
&' *0/ $/. .- **&.8 #*'4 +'.8 -'$"$*0.
0./*(.)/#/.*!.+$'!./$1'.;
M; $) *0/ /# -*' *! /# )/-A'$"$*0. *).0'//$1
*(($//$)$)"+*-;


World Friendship

#**.)4/#-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; +)!-$)/*0*0/!-*()*/#-*0)/-4
)($)/$)*)//4($'*-A($'2$/#/#(!*-
/'.//#-(*)/#.;
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L; *")$. /# !'". !-*( /) *0)/-$. $) /# 2*-'8
!$1*!2#$#(0./*0/.$/#"$*);
M; *''/ / './ /#- *$).8 ./(+. ) +*./-.
!-*( /#- $!!-)/ *0)/-$. $) /#  "$*)
) /#) $.0.. 2$/# &' 2#/ 4*0 &)*2 *0/
/#  "$*); *0 2$'' ) /* !$) *0/8 !*-
3(+': 2#$# *0)/-$. - $) /#  "$*)
)2#//#!'"'**&.'$&;
N; -$/  .#*-/ ..4 *0/ #*2 E0F *0/. )
*)/-$0//*2*-'+;
O; &  *''"8 (*' *- #-/ /* /'' */#-. *0/
/#2*-&*!/#)$//$*).EF;
P; *.*(/#$)"/*#'+)*/#-*0)/-4$))//#
(*()/8 ;";  *0)/-4 /#/ #. -)/'4
3+-$) .1- !'**$)"8 ').'$.8 #0--$)8
)-/#,0&8!($)*-$..*0/-&;
Q; -2 .$3 /$*)' *0/ ('(. *! *0/
..*$/$*).$)*/#-*0)/-$.;
R; -&2*-'(+/*.#*22#-''/#+./*-'
(*-.#1)#';

Writer


K; & ) +-.)/  *''/$*) *! ./*-$. )@*-
+*(. 4*0 #1 2-$//) *)  1-$/4 *! /#(.
$/#- 4 -$)" *- *) 4*0- +-.*)' '*" *- /#
"-*0+'*";
L; -$/-+*-/*)-)/0*0/1)/!*-0.$)
 )2.++- *- ("5$) ) +0'$.# $/ *) 4*0-
+-.*)''*"*-"-*0+'*";
M; -$/  '//- ) -.. ) )1'*+ )/'48 )
.#*2 &)*2'" *! +*./' *. ) '//- +*./"
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-/.E;";/#)&4*0'//-8)$)1$//$*)8-,0./
!*-#'+8'//-/*!-$)8*-)4.0$/'.0%/;F
N; $)*0/*0/--*++*-/0)$/4.)0/#*-*-
)*1'$./ E0/$*)8 /-$)$)"88 ) 3+-$)
-,0$-F ) 3+'$) 2#4 /#$. +-*!..$*) ($"#/
$)/-./4*0;

Crime Prevention


! #%'!%&# *' ' '"! %  %)!'"! "(!
3  4!'!#"% ""%0

• &'(0.///)/-$)$)"...$*)/*-/$!$/*
*)0/ /#$. *0-.; ).0- /#/ &' $. -$1$)"
-"0'- 0+/. !-*( /# -*"-(( 30/$1 *)
/-$)$)"...$*).)-"$./-/$*)2$)*2.;

0*0/.)/*(*)./-/&)*2'"*!:A
• -$(-1)/$*))*)+/*!.'!A#'+/*+-1)/
-$(;
• $(+' (.0-. /#/ 2*0' +-*// /#$- #*(.8
+-*+-/4)+-.*)"$)./-$(;
• #-*'*!/#/$*)'-$(-1)/$*)*0)$';
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•

*/$*). *! *'$ //$*). ) $"#*0-#**
*'$ *./. B #*2 ) 2#) /* -+*-/
-$(.@.0.+$$*0..$/0/$*).$)/#)$"#*0-#**;
#$"#*0-#**/#*)#(;

•

0*0/.(0./*(+'//#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.2$/#$)/2*
(*)/#.*!/$1$/4K:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; $.$/  *'$ )/- ) //) ) $)/-*0/$*) /'&
4/#*'$!!$-;
M; -.*)'..$")()/.:A
EF /$1'4 +-/$$+/ ) +-.0 +-)/. /*
!*-( )@*- %*$) $"#*0-#** /# *)
#(;
EF -$)" #)*0/. *! -$( +-1)/$*)
'!'/@#&'$.//*/#//)/$*)*!/#+-)/.;
EF "0'-'4 +-/$. .$(+' -$( +-1)/$*)
(.0-./#*(8.#**')*)/#./-/;
EF & $)/$!$/$*) 4 (-&$)" +-.*)'
1'0'.;
EF $.$/  -$( +-1)/$*) 3#$$/$*). #' / )4
+0'$#*0.$)".//;
N; ..2-$//)/./;


Information Technology

#**.)4!*0-*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A
K; EF  -2  $"-( /* .#*2 /# 1-$*0. +-/. *! 
*(+0/- .4./( .0# . (*)$/*-8 (*0.8 +-$)/-
)A;
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EF  #*2 *) 4*0- $"-( /#- 24. $) 2#$#
$)!*-(/$*) )  *2)'* $)/* /# *(+0/-
)*+4!-*(/#*(+0/-;
L; EF(*)./-//#$'$/4/*.)!*-1$-0..0.$)"
/#1$-0..*!/2-;
 EF  '/  .*!/2- ++'$/$*) ) $)./'' $/ *)/*
/#*(+0/-;
 EF-/2*-*0()/*-!$').1$/*)/#
#-$.&;
M; .$)"  *((*)'4 1$'' .*!/2- +&"8 *
*) *! /# !*''*2$)" ) (*)./-/ /* /#
3($)-8 +-!-'4 0.$)" +-$)/ *0/+0/ *- *)A
.-)$!+-$)/-$.)*/1$'';
 EF.$"))*-$"$)'+*./-;
 EF  -2  (+ '4*0/ *! 4*0- *2) *((0)$/48
.#*2$)" '*' .-1$.8 .0# . +*'$ .//$*)8
*/*-=. .0-"-48 .#*+.8 *0/ ,0-/-. ) .*
*);
 EF.$)".$(+'/.8.#*2#*2$/$.+*..$'
/*)/-8./*-)-/-$1)(.)-...*!
4*0--'/$1.*-((-.*!4*0-$3;
 EF.$")+*./-1-/$.$)"!*-/#*($)"1)/
/ 4*0- & *- .#**'8 0.$)" */# /./ ) "-+#$.
/* (& $/ 4 /#$)" !*- /# +*+' 4*0 2$.# /*
//-//*/#1)/;
 EF-/)N)2.'//-!*-4*0-0*0/&;
#$..#*0'$)'0"-+#$.*-.))+#*/*"-+#.
)*1-*/#+./)!0/0-1)/.;
 E!F-$/.$(+'/0)0.$)"+-*"-((/#/)
+'4 $/ & /* 4*0; #*2 /#/ 4*0 ) (*$!4 /#
/0))+'4$//*4*0-*(+0/-;
O; EF  $) *0/ 2#/ *+4-$"#/ '2 $. !*- ) #*2 4*0
/#$)&$/($"#/++'4/**(+0/-.;
 EF *2.#-$)"$.&.2$/#*/#-+*+')'/*
1$-0.$)!/)("4*0-*(+0/-.4./(7
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P; #*2 /# 3($)- .*( *! /# +-*"-((. /#/
4*0#10.-)/'4)3+'$)2#$#4*0)%*4
0.$)"/#(*./;


3 "'/  "(!  -  %'' * $(, "% '
")04


World Conservation

--4 *0/ /#. +-*%/. .  ((- *!  "-*0+ *! 0
*0/.E)*/44*0-.'!F;#$."-*0+(44*0-+&8$3*-
*/#-.(''"-*0+;

K; $)/$).-+**&*)*)*!/#!*''*2$)":A
EF $) .*( 3(+'. .#*2$)" #*2 () #.
(" )/0- ) */#-. .#*2$)" #*2 ()
#.$(+-*1)/0-9
EF $) 3(+'. *! 2#-  *0)/-4 )1$-*)()/
$. $)" !!/ 4 )/0- $../- ) /#
-.0'/*!/#$.;

L; &+-/."-*0+$)/2*+-*%/..0#.:
EF '-$)"+*)*-()"-*1.2(+9
EF &$)"8 .//$)" 0+ ) ($)/$)$)" . $-
!-8$-/'8$-)./$)"*3*-$-/#;
EF 0'/$1/$)" ) ($)/$)$)"  "-) )
*(+*./#+9
EF $4$)"0+*./'*-..#*--9
EF -")$.))/$A'$//-(+$")9
E!F ')/$)"/-*-.#-0)/&$)"-*!$/9
E"F )4 */#- .0$/' /$1$/4 "- 2$/# /#
3($)-;
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M; #**.*)*!/#!*''*2$)":
EF &$.+'4/*$)!*-(*/#-.*0/))$('8
$-8 +')/8 !$.#8 /; 2#$# $. $) )"- *!
3/$)/$*)9
EF -")$.  <.1 $/= (+$") /* )*0-"
*/#-./**).-1)-"4E;";#*($).0'/$*)8
!0'!!$$)/)"$).8/;F
EF & +-/ $) *- ./-/  -A4'$)" .#( ;";
*//'8).82./++-8+'./$8/;
EF $.$/!*-./82**.*-(+.$//*/&+-/$)
 +-*%/ *) /- *).-1/$*) /* $.*1- )4
/-. #1 ) '*./ ) $! .*8 2#/#- )4
-+'()/!!*-/.(;$/#3+-/#'+8!$)
*0/#*2/-.)-!*-;


3 "'/ % ( "('& % !"(% '" %%, "(' 
#%"'!,*%!%*'%."%+ #.%!#"!"%
!%") &* # "% ',! (#  "&' "% &&"% %.
( "(' %& (&' !&(% $(' %%! !'&
! "%'&',"'("('&!'')',&
#%"#%,&(#%)&04


Mozzie Buster



!#%'!%&#*'' '"!!)%"! !'!,3 40
•

&'(0.///)/-$)$)"...$*)/*-/$!$/*
*)0/ '' 0'$ '/# *0-..; ).0- /#/ &'
$. -$1$)" -"0'- 0+/. !-*( /# -*"-((
30/$1 *) /-$)$)" ...$*). ) -"$./-/$*)
2$)*2.;
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0*0/.)/*:A
)*2'"'*0/(*.,0$/*.;
•
• ' /* .+*/ (*.,0$/* -$)" .$/. ) "/ -$ *!
/#(;
• ' /* 0/ */#-. $) *-- /* )' /#( /*
&+ /#$- *2) #*(. ) )$"#*0-#**.
(*.,0$/*A!-;

0*0/.(0./*(+'//#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.2$/#$)/2*
(*)/#.*!/$1$/4K:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; -.*)'..$")()/.:A
EF -!*-((*.,0$/*-$)"#$//..0-14./M
'*/$*). 0.$)" /# ,0$+()/ E+$+//. )
1$'.F+-*1$;-/-"-+#/*$.+'4/#
!$)$)".;
EF #- /# &)*2'" ) !$)$)". *0/
(*.,0$/*. 2$/# '..(/.8 .#**' )
)$"#*0-#** $)  -/$1 24; 0/ /#(
*0/ (*.,0$/*. ) .#*2 /#( #*2 /* &+
/#$-.0--*0)$)".(*.,0$/*A!-;
EF $1 /'&. /  .#**' ..('4 *- +& (/$)"
) $.+'4 .'!A( -/$1 $)!*-(/$*)
+*./-.*)/#$-.#**'*-+&)*/$*-.;
EF *  +*2-A+*$)/ +-.)//$*) /* 4*0-
'..(/. $) '.. *- +& (/$)" ) .#*2
4*0- 2*-& /* 4*0- '..(/. *- !''*2 0
*0/.;
M; *(+'//#2*-&**&;
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Food Watch


!#%'!%&#*'' '"!!)%"! !'!,3 40

0*0/.)/*:A
•
)*2'"' *0/ "** #)'$)" +-/$. /
#*(.2''.$)!**./''.)-./0-)/.;
• ' /* 0. &)*2'" /* ).0- !** $. +-*+-'4
#)'/''/$(.;
• ' /* $(+-/ "** +-.*)' ) !** #4"$)
+-/$../**/#-.;


Cub Scouts must complete the following activities
within two months of activity 1:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; //)  #'!A4 1$.$/ /*  &$/#) *) !** #4"$)
*-")$. 4 /#  *) !** #)'$)" +-/$.8
!** +-+-/$*) / #*(. . 2'' . / !** ./''.
) -./0-)/.8 ) $(+-/ !** +-.*)' ) !**
#4"$)+-/$./**/#-.;E#$.$.*+/$*)'80/2
./-*)"'4 -*(() /#/ 4*0 *-")$. /#$. 2$/# 
*)'=. -./0-)/ )- 4*0- .#**' 2#* 2*0'
#*./ 0 *0/. *)  2&4 $! # +-/$$+)/
04.('F;
M; -/ +*./-.8 3#$$/. /* .#*2 !** +-+-/$*)
./+A4A./+ !-*( +0-#. *! $)"-$)/. /* /#
-4A/*A/.)2$#8$)'0-.*).!*-#./+;
#)+-+-.)2$#$)/#+-.)*!&';
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N; #**.)4*)*!/#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.:A



EF ("$) 4*0 *2)  !** ./''; -/ +*./-. /*
.#*2 #*2 4*0 ($)/$) 4*0- ./'' ') )
#4"$)$/*+-+-')).!!**!*-4*0-
0./*(-.;
EF -/  +-.)//$*) /* 4*0- +& /* 0/
/#(*0//#$(+*-/)*!+-.*)')!**
#4"$)).#-2$/#/#("**!**#)'$)"
+-/$.;$1/#(,0$5*)+-.*)')!**
#4"$);
EF *  .$) 3+-$()/ /* .#*2 /# $!!-)
$) (*0)/. *! /-$ "-*2$)" *) +$. *!
- !/- /#4 - /*0# 2$/# ') #).
*(+-/*$-/4#).;

I’m OK


!#%'!%&#*'' '"!!)%"! !'!,3 40

0*0/.)/*:A
•
*1$)")-$)"/*2-./#)1$-*)()/;
• ' /* )*0-" */#- /* &+ /# )1$-*)()/
)+0'$+'.'))#'/#4;

0*0/.(0./*(+'//#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.2$/#$)/2*
(*)/#.*!/$1$/4K:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; *-& $)  "-*0+ *! /#- /* .0($/  +*./-8
**&(-&8+*(8-+*-.*)"*)>')) '/#4
$)"+*-? /* /# /$*)' )1$-*)()/ ")4
EF;
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M; ..2-$//)/./;


 0 *0/ 2#* #. *(+'/ /# *55$ 0./-8 **
/# ) =(   ". 2$''  2- /#  
  ;






3R



!#%'!%&#*'' '"!!)%"! !'!,3 40
•

&'(0.///)/-$)$)"...$*)/*-/$!$/*
*)0/ '' .*0- *).-1/$*) *0-..; ).0-
/#/ &' $. -$1$)" -"0'- 0+/. !-*( /#
-*"-(( 30/$1 *) /-$)$)" ...$*). )
-"$./-/$*)2$)*2.;
0*0/.)/*:A
•
)*2'"' *0/ /# 1'0 ) +*.$/$1
)1$-*)()/'!!/.*!/#M;
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•

' /* /& /$*) /* -0 2./8 -A0. 2#)
+*..$')-4'1-4/#$)"/#/)-4';
'/*.#-)$(+-/"**M+-/$./**/#-.;

•

0*0/.(0./*(+'//#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.2$/#$)/2*
(*)/#.*!/$1$/4K:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; *(+'//2*+-*%/.8$/#-:
EF )"-*0+8*2./#&!*-4*0-'..-**(
//#)*!/#4;*-//#(/-$'.$)4*0-
'..-**(=. 2./ $) ) -*- 4*0- !$)$)".;
&+-.)//$*)/*&'*)/#!$)$)".)
-.0'/. ) +-*+*. $. *) #*2 4*0 )
+-/$/#M$)/#'..;
EF ) 4*0- *2)8 -/ +*./-.8 1$.0'.8 /; /*
0/ 4*0- '..(/. *) /# M ) #*2 /*
+-/$/#M$)4*0-$'4'$!;#*2$//*&'
) #1 $/ $.+'4 $) /# *0/ ); )
$/$*)8 -/ O **&(-&. !*- O *! 4*0- ./
!-$).)*0-"$)"/#(/*+-/$./#M;
M; #- &)*2'" ) +-/$. /#-*0"# /# .#-$)"
*! +-*%/ +-*.. ) !$)$)". 2$/# */#-. $) /#
+&;


Energy Efficiency



!#%'!%&#*'' '"!!)%"! !'!,3 40
•

&'(0.///)/-$)$)"...$*)/*-/$!$/*
*)0/ /#$. *0-.; ).0- /#/ &' $. -$1$)"
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-"0'- 0+/. !-*( /# -*"-(( 30/$1 *)
/-$)$)"...$*).)-"$./-/$*)2$)*2.;


0*0/.)/*:A
•
)*2'"' *0/ /# )1$-*)()/' )!$/. *!
0.$)")-"4!!$$)/'4;
• ' /* *+/ $'4 #$/. 2#$# ) #'+ /* -$)"
*2)/#'/-$'*).0(+/$*);
• ' /* /& /$*) /* -0 2./8 -A0. 2#)
+*..$')-4'1-4/#$)"/#/)-4';

0*0/.(0./*(+'//#!*''*2$)"/$1$/$.2$/#$)/2*
(*)/#.*!/$1$/4K:
K; //)  '/0- *)0/ 4 &' 2#* #. )
-/$!$4;
L; $)*0//#(*0)/*!'/-$$/44*0-!($'4$.0.$)"
4 !$-./ -!--$)" /* 4*0- #*0.#*' 0/$'$/4 $'' !-*(
)4(*)/#8)*(+-$//*/#)/$*)'1-";
EF !#$"#-8.0""./M24./*-0/#(*0)/*!
'/-$$/44*0-#*0.#*'0..*-
EF ! '*2-8 .#- M /$+. *) #*2 4*0- #*0.#*'
.1.'/-$$/4;
M; .$")./$&-./*-($)+*+'/*.1'/-$$/4;
0*0/2#*#.*(+'/*/#/#M))-"4
!!$$)4 ". 2$''  2- /# 
   ;
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Junior Trooper


!#%'!%&#*''' %" "'"!"%3 40

).0- /#/ &' $. -$1$)" -"0'- 0+/. !-*( /#
-*"-(( 30/$1 *) -"$./-/$*) 2$)*2. !*- /#$.
2*-&.#*+;

0*0/.)/*(*)./-/&)*2'"*!:A
• #$(+*-/)*!$)"#'/#4)!$/;
• # !/ /#/  +-.*) 2#* $. #'/#4 *!/) )%*4.
'$! //- /#) .*(*) 2#* $. )*/;  $. ' /*
./0482*-&)+'4//-;
•  +-.*) 2#* /&. - *! /#$. #'/# '.* !''. $''
'.. *!/);  2$'' '.* -0 #$. -$.& *! "//$)"
.-$*0. #'/# +-*'(. .0# . #-/ //&.8 #$"#
'**+-..0-)()4/4+.*!)-;
•
)*2!*0-.$"0$'$)./*#'/#4'$!./4':
K; /$)"2$.'4
L; 3-$.$)"-"0'-'4
M; */.(*&$)"
N; *+$)"2$/#./-..
K; "$./- ) //)  #'!A4 /'& / '/#
-*(*/$*)*-8)1$.$/ '/#5*)/**(+'/
#0)/*!/#!*''*2$)"/*+$.:
EF #4.$'0)#*0.B&+$)"!$/;
EF 3$/$)"/-4B -)/#-/*!#'/#4/$)";
EF $/$*)''B##-(!0')/0-*!$"-//
.(*&$)";
EF **/# --$) B $+. ) 1$ *) "** *-'
#4"$);
EF $.$*)$./
E!F 0-/4.."
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E"F )$*-.+*/
E#F ++$)..''B#'/#4($)$..$(+*-/)/
.#'/#4*4;
E$F --$!$#/-
E%F $!./4'G$...
L; ..2-$//)/./;

Star Trooper


!#%'!%&#*''' %" "'"!"%3 40

0*0/.2#*#1-$1/# 0)$*--**+-"(4
2*-&!*-/#/--**+-";
K; "$./-1$.$//* '/#5*)/**(+'/ 0)/)
*-&.#*+;
L; 0 *0/. (0./ #**. )4 !*0- *! /# !*''*2$)"
+-*%/.:A
EF -/  .$") . *)  #'/#4 '$!./4'
/#( E/*  .0 *) **&(-&8 /A.#$-/8 "8
+*./-/F;
EF ') ) 3-$. .#0' ) !*''*2 $/ !*- *)
2&;
EF &+')!*-#'/#$-$/)0.$//*/
2$.'4!*-*)2&;
EF 3+'$) /* &' 2#4 4*0 !' $/ $. $(+*-/)/ /*
-($).(*&A!-)#*24*0)*.*;
EF 3+'$)/*.#**'A!-$).*-)0'/-'/$12#4
$/$.$(+*-/)//*-($).(*&A!-;.&#$(*-
#-/*2-$/-!'/$*)*!4*0-.#-$)"$)/*4*0-
'*"**&;
E!F (*)./-/24./*.4<*=2#)+-..0-/*
*.*(/#$)"#-(!0';
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E"F


$./ N *! 4*0- ./-)"/#. ) N *! 4*0-
2&)...;

Live Positively


! #%'!%&# *' ' " " ! '% &'"%
!'%0

• &'(0.///)/-$)$)"...$*)/*-/$!$/*
*)0/ /#$. *0-.; ).0- /#/ &' $. -$1$)"
-"0'- 0+/. !-*( /# -*"-(( 30/$1 *)
/-$)$)"...$*).)-"$./-/$*)2$)*2.;


0*0/.)/*:A
• #*2 1-4*4  4*0- !($'4  /#$(' !*- /#$-
.$)&. @ .$).@ .#*2-. ) 3+'$) /# )!$/. *!
$)./''$)"$/;
• *)0/  2/- 0$/ 4*0-.'! ) .#- /#
!$)$)".;
•
-) *0/ $)"+*- /- /*-4 4 1$.$/$)"
/-$.$/*-)/-;

&  *+4 *! 4*0- '/./ 2/- $''; */ /# (*0)/ *!
2/-0..2''./#*./$)0--;
• -& /# *--.+*)$)" !$"0-. . *)/# K *) /#
#-/;
• .$)"''/#2/-A.1$)"/$+.4*0=1'-)/8(*)$/*-
4*0- !($'4=. 2/- *).0(+/$*) '*.'4 /#-*0"#*0/
/#MA(*)/#+-$*;

//#)*!#(*)/#8-4*0-2/-$'')(-&/#
(*0)/*!2/-;//#)*!/#MA(*)/#+-$*8(-&/#
!$)'!$"0-.)+'*/4*0-#-/;
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Young Aviator Level 1


! #%'!%&# *' ' ) )'"! ('"%', " !#"%
340

• #"$.*)0/.2*-&.#*+482#$#
2*0' $)'0  -)$)" *0-)4 /* /# #)"$
)/-)/$*)'$-+*-/;

0*0/.)/*:A
K; )*2O*0+/$*)...*$/2$/#)$-+*-/;
L; $.$/ ) $-+*-/ ) .#- 2$/# 4*0- '- *) 4*0-
3+-$);
M; #**./2**!/#!*''*2$)":
N; & ) !'4 /#- $!!-)/ /4+. *! ++-
-*+');
O; )/$!4.$3$-'$).!-*(/#$-(-&$)".;
P; *''/ ) $)/$!4 .$3 $!!-)/ +$/0-. *! $--!/
).#-/#(2$/#*/#-0*0/.;


Young Aviator Level 2


! #%'!%&# *' ' ) )'"! ('"%', " !#"%
340

0*0/.)/*:A
K;
*'/#*0)"1$/*- 1'K";
L;   .$3 *)  1$.$/ /* ) $-!$'8 $- $.+'4 *- $-
(0.0()*+-.)//$*)/*/#-./*!/#.$3
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!/- /# 1$.$/ #$"#'$"#/$)" 3+-$). ) 3#$$/.
.2)'..*)'-)/;
M; #**./#-*!/#!*''*2$)":
EF &)!'4&$/;
EF )/$!4 !*0- $!!-)/ /4+. *! ($'$/-4 )
$1$'$)$--!/;
EF ( ) $)/$!4 /# ($) +-/. *! )
-*+');
EF ..('  +'./$ .' (*' -*+') /* 
-.*)'./)-;
EF 3+'$) #*2 $!!-)/ 2/#- *)$/$*). )
!!/$-/$1$/$.;


World Scout Environment Badge

"$.2-4*-'-")$./$*)*!*0/*1()/
EF;

# *-' *0/ )1$-*)()/ " .&. /* -/ )
2-).. *! +-.*)' -.+*).$$'$/4 !*- /# )1$-*)()/;
# " )*0-". *0/. /* *))/ 2$/# )/0-8 /#$)&
*0/ #*2 2 $)/-/ 2$/# /# )1$-*)()/. ) /&
/$*)/*+-*//$/;

#)1$-*)()/$."'*'.0%/)/#"!*0..*)
'-)$)" *0/ '*' ) "'*' $..0. ) #*2 /&$)" '*'
/$*))#'+*/#*!/#.;

# *-' *0/ )1$-*)()/ " $. . *) /#
+-$)$+'. ) $(. !*- )1$-*)()/ 0/$*) $) *0/$)";
# " $. --$ *0/ $) /2* ./".; 3+'*- ) !'/
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) & /$*); *- /# !$-./ ./" # $( $. 3+'*-
/#-*0"#  1-$/4 *! 3+-$)/$' /$1$/$. /#/ )' /#
+-/$$+)/ /* *))/ 2$/# /# .0%/8 '-) *0/ $/ )
/#$)&*0/#*22$)/-/2$/#$/;*-/#.*)./"8
) /* /& /$*) $. $)/$!$ ) ) )1$-*)()/'
+-*%/ $. +')) ) 30/; #$. .#*0'  -'/ /*
/# '-)$)" #$1 $) /# 3+'*-$)" ./" ) /# '*'
)1$-*)()/'*)$/$*).;

# +0-+*. *! /# " $. !*- /# *0/. /* $)/$!4
+-.*)' -.+*).$$'$/4 !*- /# )1$-*)()/; #$. .#*0' )*/
./*+ *) /#4 #1 !$)$.# /# "; / $. #*+ /#/
#$1$)" /# *-' *0/ )1$-*)()/ " $. /# !$-./
./+ $) 2&)$)" )/#0.$.( !*- /# )/0-' 2*-' )
-/$)"  ")-/$*) *! *0/. 2#* - *0/ /#
)1$-*)()/)-+-+-/*/&/$*)/*+-*//$/;

0*0/.)/**(+'/*/#./".):A
0    
*(+'//$1$/$..*)#*!/#!$1$(.:
10 %&" $ $)*'" (.()#( + "$ ,)'
$"$ '
• 3+'*-/#.*0-.*!')2/-)')
$-$)/#'*')1$-*)()/;
• )-./) /# 24. 2/- ) $- -
)/0-''4'-;
20 *  $) $)*'"  )) - ()( )% (*&&%')
$) +(& (
• 3+'*-'*')/0-'-;
• $.*1- .*( *! /# '*' )/$1 .+$. *!
+')/.))$('.)/#$-#$//).;
• (*)./-/&)*2'"*!.*(*)/-./$)"
)/0-'#$//.;
30  ' (! % '#*" (*()$( )% &%&" $
)$+ '%$#$)'# $ # (
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•
•

 2- *! #-(!0' .0./). $) /# '*'
)1$-*)()/;
3+'$) 24. /* -0 /# -$.& *! #-(!0'
.0./)./*+*+'8+')/.))$('.;
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The most suitable environmental practices are used
•



#*22-)..*!#*2*0-/$*).!!//#
)1$-*)()/ ) '/-)/$1 24. /* (& 
.(''-$(+/;
40 %&" ' &'&' )% '(&%$ )%
$+ '%$#$)"/'($$)*'" (()'(
•  ' /* -*")$. $!!-)/ /4+. *!
)1$-*)()/'#5-.))/0-'$../-.;
• (*)./-/#*2/*+-+-)-//*
)1$-*)()/' #5-. ) )/0-' $../-.
$)/#'*'-;
0    
* ) )1$-*)()/' +-*%/ /#/ -'/. /* /#
+-1$*0.'-)$)")/*/#'*')1$-*)()/
• -/$$+/$)'*')1$-*)()/+-*%/;
• )-./) /# )!$/. /* /# '*'
)1$-*)()/*!/#+-*%/;
•  2- *! /# '*' /* "'*' '$)& *! /#
+-*%/;
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